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Abstract  

 

With the failure of complying with institutions, Google exited the Chinese market in 2010.  

To re-enter this potential biggest market, Google launched the Dragonfly project in 2018, a 

search engine that is compatible with the Chinese government’s censorship. The purpose of the 

study is to initiate strategies in terms of marketing, institutions and culture for its re-entry to 

the fierce competition of the technological environment and to investigate into the issue from 

consumers’ perspective. Presumably, millions of Chinese internet users vary in terms of  

awareness and attitude towards Google’s re-entry. This study explores the proper position for 

Google to cope with institutions and competitions in China’s business and culture context. It is 

specifically a case study of Google based on two surveys’ results from potential consumers of 

specific age ranges. The primary data from the survey demonstrates respondents’ searching 

engine using behavior and the existence of an information gap between the accessible 

information and desired information.  

Additionally, a certain percentage of respondents maintain a neutral or negative stance towards 

censorship and Google’s cultural impact. An analysis is further conducted to analyze how 

Google could collaborate with mobile phone producers, cope with institution systems and adapt 

to local culture. Therefore, by working with potential partners and adapting its offer to the 

market, the company might be able to succeed in starting again to re-enter the Chinese market. 

However, applying all these principles require both excellent timing and a great understanding 

of the market, as well as an exceptional relationship with the local institutions.  
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1. Introduction 

 

During August 2018 an information leak proved Google’s intention to re-enter the Chinese 

market, the prototype name was “Project Dragonfly” (Gallagher, Google Plans to Launch 

Censored Search Engine in China, Leaked Documents Reveal, 2018) . 

After the leak, the challenges and opportunities in China’s economy have been quite discussed 

over the past months by Google and its internal and external shareholders.  

This opportunity represents an exciting subject considering the history of the company in the 

country and the possible scope of a re-introduction of the American firm in the Chinese market. 

Some internal confrontations "a letter from more than 300 Google employees in November, 

co-signed by Amnesty International, asked the company to halt the project entirely" 

(Copestake, 2018).  

 

1.1 China as an ex-emerging market  

 

Being part of the BRIC countries, China is still considered an emerging market, but its 

economic power and influence are among the top (Leung, 2019). For what concerns culture 

and its people, China counts 1 419 285 thousand people, with a trend that is destined to increase 

(in 1960, only 667 070 thousand people lived in China) (The World Bank, 2019)(Table E). 

This is particularly important as China stands out as the most populated country in the world 

(World Population Review, 2019). The population is relatively young, with 64, 9% of people 

between 16 and 59 years old (Table F), the average age is 37 (Table G), and 300 million people 

are considered middle class, the percentage of China’s urban middle class is expected to reach 

70 per cent of its population by 2030. (Asialink Business, 2019). 

 

After 1978 and China’s reforms to ‘open up’ after the communist regime, the country is 

experiencing rapid economic growth (10% per year ever since the 90s) (The World Bank, 

2019). 
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The environment of China is very complicated with cultural challenges as the numerous local 

dialects and the unique ‘Guanxi’ concept of making business based on personal connections. 

There are also institutional barriers as the high involvement of the Chinese government (in 

market-access restrictions, high taxes and customs duties for foreign companies), or censorship 

and corruption, making China a challenging and complicated territory for Western firms to 

develop a business (Ghemawat, Distance Still Matters, 2001). However, the growing economy, 

the well-developed infrastructures, a growing middle-class and its large population make China 

an appealing market for them, full of future possibilities and potential profit. 

 

1.2 History of Google in China  

(Google and its service portfolio are blocked in China. With their announcement of an 

upcoming re-enter in the market (see section ‘Current situation’), it is necessary to understand 

why Google wants to get back to China.) 

Google was developed in 1998 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin, and its first and core service is 

the search engine. It quickly diversified its services (from Youtube to Gmail, Google Maps and 

Google Drive), and, as of 2018, it operates nearly worldwide (Google, 2019). 

Since the launch of the Chinese version of Google.com in 2002, Google’s presence in China 

has been everything but smooth, facing legal battles and resistance from the Chinese 

authorities. Already in 2002, Google was blocked in China for the first time. Because of 

Google’s and Chinas fundamental differences in the practice of and belief in freedom of speech, 

the Western company often clashed legally with the Chinese government. Attacks and blocking 

of Google’s sites from China would prove to become a reoccurring problem for the function of 

Google as a viable search engine in China.  

To please the authorities and provide a more functioning search engine, Google.cn was 

launched in 2006. This website was following the rules and legislation of China’s censorships 

laws. Illegal content, such as anti-government sites are blocked. Because of this, Google was 

heavily criticized by the Western world for not supporting freedom of speech and deviating 

from their motto “Do No Evil”. However, this launch did not stop the Chinese government 

from blocking the use of Google on the grounds for not following the Chinese censorship 

legislations. Over several instances during 2009, Google was blocked for displaying illegal 

content, such as pornography and anti-government propaganda.  
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YouTube and Gmail were also affected during this period. In January 2010, after being subject 

to yet another attack, Google announced they were under a ‘highly sophisticated and targeted 

attack on our corporate infrastructure originating from China that resulted in the theft of 

intellectual property from Google’ (Google, 2010).  As a result of this, Google’s current 

situation proved unsustainable, and as a react, they refused to ban their content from Google.cn 

any longer. In March the same year, Google.cn was redirected to google.com.hk instead, thus 

eliminating Google from mainland China but allowing for broader search results not subject to 

censoring. Since then, Google has had no traffic in mainland China. However, Google has not 

given up on establishing themselves in the Chinese market. In 2012, Google’s Daniel Alegre 

said ‘we never left China, and we continue to believe in the market…’ (Li & Womack, 2012).  

What is also evident is that although Google struggled legally in China, it also struggled to 

compete with Baidu. In 2009, Google had 23% of the market share, while Baidu had 72% (Lu, 

2011). Google was used more for business purposes and professional material, and for searches 

in foreign languages. Baidu was used more for entertainment (Lu, 2011).  

 

1.3 Current Situation 

 

Chinese search engine market is massive and growing. According to the China Internet 

Network Information Center, the number of Internet users in China exceeds 800 million people 

which is more than double of Internet users in the USA (World Population Review, 2019). 

Hence, it is impossible to ignore China. However, Google never leaves China ultimately, 

although it stopped serving as a search engine for eight years. 

In 2010, Google left China because of the conflict between censorship and cyber-attack. Users, 

excepting in Mainland, would be redirected to Google.hk when they tried to access Google.cn. 

Nowadays, users in mainland have to use Virtual Private Network (VPN) in order to access the 

Google search engine. Although Google has been blocked in China, the company kept 

remaining their offices in Beijing and Shanghai to serve international advertisements for B2B 

customers (Huifeng, 2015). Moreover, in 2017 Google opened a research center in Beijing 

focused on artificial intelligence, the first AI lab in Asia (Millward, 2017), and in 2018 Google 

planned to build the third office in Shenzen where Tencent’s (Russell, 2018).  
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Besides selling global advertisement in China, the company provides mobile apps such as 

Google Translate and Files Go and invests in JD.com which is an e-commerce platform focused 

on online shopping like Alibaba. Presently, Google has more than 700 employees in China 

(Yuan & Wakabayashi, 2018). 

In spring 2017 Google planned to re-enter the Chinese search engine market with the new 

search engine codenamed “Dragonfly” (Fang, 2018), which is being developed in compliance 

with the censorship policy enforced by the Chinese government. In October 2018, Google CEO 

Sunder Pichai informed that project Dragonfly would serve 99% of the queries regarding the 

result of the test (Pai, 2018). 

The confidential memo deleted by Google due to the privacy matter revealed that the search 

engine Dragonfly would require users to log in to access a service. Search contents and users’ 

location would be shared with Chinese partners who would have “unilateral access” to the data 

and authority to control some search result pages. The Dragonfly has been designed to censor 

sensitive contents according to China’s authoritarian Communist Party regime perspective, for 

example, democracy, human rights and peaceful protest. Furthermore, the development of 

Dragonfly as a search engine app for Android and IOS system is in progress. Launched 

Dragonfly app, users would be required to sign in to use the app. Therefore, their search 

histories related with personal phone number would be stored. Search histories could be tracked 

by IP address and through links users click on. For the Chinese government, Dragonfly would 

censor contents according to Chinese regulation as well as serve information about users who 

look for the blacklist words such as “human rights” and “student protest” (Gallagher & Fang, 

theintercept.com, 2018).  

According to information about Dragonfly, Google employees were concerned about an ethical 

issue and started protesting the project “Dragonfly”. In August 2018, there was thousands sign 

petition on a letter against this project. In November 2018, a large number of workers including 

engineers, designers and managers joined Amnesty International demanded in an open letter 

that Google must stop the development of the censored search engine for Chinese users. 

“Transparency, clear communication and real accountability” were requirements under the 

belief that Google should place its value over its profit. The employees informed that Dragonfly 

would support a violate political moment and it would be a problem for Google in the future to 

deny other countries similar concessions (Salinas & D'Onfro, 2018). 
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1.4 Problem Formulation 

 

Google is today the most used search engine in the world, according to the latest report 

(November 2018), 73% of the world searches were powered by Google (NET 

MARKETSHARE, 2018). 

Nonetheless, the company is still missing the most prominent online market in the world. This 

thesis aims to analyze the challenges and issues that other companies and Google have already 

encountered, and how can the following firm overcome these difficulties in the future.  

These obstacles lead to the main Problem formulation: 

In the Chinese Business and Cultural context, how should Google reposition itself in the 

institutional and competitive technological environment after its first failure?  

The above problem will be answered by responding to the following questions: 

- How can a foreign firm such as Google respond to Chinese institution and culture?  

- How can this company re-enter its potential biggest market, considering its past failure? 

- In an extremely competitive and disruptive IT environment, how can the following firm 

still compete with the local leaders? 

When answering the problem formulation, it is essential to note that these questions are 

explicitly taking into consideration as:  

- A case study of Google with a long-term strategy based on potential user surveys  

In order to identify all these factors, the analysis will take into account the Market perspective, 

the institutional perspective and finally the Cultural one. Only then, an operational and 

strategical solution could be discussed and developed. Additionally, these points will be 

analyzed by using the lenses of international phenomena. As already mentioned, it is a case 

study of Google, meaning that the viewpoint taken is from the U.S Company wanting to re-

establish itself.  
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2. Background 

 

As previously mentioned, Google possesses the largest market share in the world when it comes 

to Search Engine Research with 92%, but the company does not base itself solely on one 

product, it possesses a broad portfolio of products from online services to operative systems 

(Statcounter, 2019). Google OS also called Android is also the largest in the world with 74.85 

% of the global Marketplace (Statcounter, 2019).  

Google is also dominating the mobile/tablet search engine market share with 81%, this is also 

due to the massive use of its OS and because the Google Browser and Search Engine, are set 

automatically in the majority of Android devices, except for the ones produced for the Chinese 

use. This type of strategy has been previously used by Windows and it is still currently the 

norm, the company sets internet explorer or edge as the preset browser, making Bing (Windows 

Search Engine) the default for the searches unless the users decide to change it. When analyzing 

the most used Search engines in the world, Bing takes second place with approximately 3%, 

follows Yahoo with 2% and Baidu with 1% (Statcounter, 2019). The 1% that Baidu is currently 

operating may seem minuscule to the 92% that Google possesses but the number of users using 

the internet in China is now estimated at approximately 50% with 800 million users 98% of 

them are mobile (McCarthy N. , 2018). Concluding that only half the potential market has a 

connection, another important element is that the population relatively young and that it keeps 

growing exponentially. All these aspects need to be taken into account when assessing the 

analysis and the discussion. 
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3. Literature review 

 

3.1 Institutions 

 

Institutions are defined as “the humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic 

and social interaction” according to North (North, 1991, p. 97) and Scott (1995) demonstrated 

it as “cognitive, normative and regulative structures and activities” that contributes to social 

stability (Scott, 1995, as cited in Peng, 2002, p. 252). These constraints have been divided into 

formal and informal categories, where formal constraints are mainly related to legal acts, rules 

and constitutions while informal constraints are usually demonstrated through norms, 

conventions and culture (North, 1991). Two forms of constraints work jointly to influence 

organizational behaviors. When formal constraints fail, informal constraints will help the 

organization to adjust. Moreover, “New institutionalism” was also proposed, which focuses on 

differences between economic and social version, whose core ideas are efficiency and 

legitimacy respectively (Peng, Towards an institution-based view of business strategy, 2002). 

Theories that reside in the institutional studies illustrate connections and mutual influences 

between organizations and institutional process, identifying practical strategic responses in 

certain contexts when facing the institutional pressure and developing frameworks to upgrade 

current strategies based on future prediction (Oliver, 1991). These frameworks signal 

supportive and preferable choices for organizations, reducing the level of uncertainties. Since 

the last decade of the 20th century, institutions have gained its attention from scholars, 

suggesting that factors affecting business strategy choices are not only limited to industry 

conditions and firm resources (Peng, Towards an institution-based view of business strategy, 

2002). This view has been considered as one of the three legs for a strategy tripod, in line with 

industry-based and resource-based perspective. It brings more opportunity by its 

comprehensive coverage of social science and excels in its continuity and novelty. Meanwhile, 

it also develops without essential literature foundation and the idea itself is broad (Peng, Sun, 

Pinkham, & Chen, 2009). In certain regional context, for example, Asia, institutional theory 

still provide valuable insights when analyzing organizational behaviors and strategies (Peng, 

Towards an institution-based view of business strategy, 2002)  
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Due to different political and economic circumstances among countries, organizations may 

adopt tactics to face institutional pressure, which is caused by “the rational, set of expectations, 

or intended objects that underlie external pressures for conformity” correspondingly (Oliver, 

1991, p. 161). The pressure is more evident for multinational companies since their businesses 

are simultaneously located in multiple institutional environments. However, if companies can 

manage to transform institutional factors into resources that contribute to their competitive 

advantage, more effective operations can be achieved (Regnér & Edman, 2014).  

In emerging markets, vital differences are shown compared with developed economies in terms 

of institutions. Therefore, many scholars illustrated the importance of institutions for 

international business strategy and integrated it with firm resources and industry-based 

competitions. On the other hand, institutions lead to further understandings towards the essence 

of international business such as driving forces that influence the strategy choices and key 

factors that influence the performance of multinational firms (Peng, M.W.; Wang, D.Y.; Jiang, 

Y., 2008). 

 

3.2 Business and culture  

 

Hofstede (1994) defined culture as “the collective programming of the mind which 

distinguishes the members of one category of people from another” in the management 

(Hofstede G. , 1994, p. 1). In this concept, the category of people can be interpreted into many 

social units such as countries, regions, races, organizations or even families (Hofstede G. , 

1994). Different definitions haven been suggested by many scholars but the core concept keeps 

similar. Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952) demonstrated that culture is the predominant belief and 

value coming from the shared experience or history of its members. Munter (1993) also focused 

on the perspective of shared value being dominant and continuing; and Scherin (1997) claimed 

that shared experience contributes members from the same group to adopting same views 

toward specific issues (Kroeber and Kluckhohn,1952; Munter, 1993; Scherin, 1997, as cited in 

Bhaskaran & Sukumaran, 2007). As mentioned above, culture is part of the informal 

institutions that impose influences on the choices of business strategies. Therefore, it is 

significant for multinational organizations to understand the cultural differences among 

countries where they operate. Regarding national cultural differences, Hofstede proposed a 

framework of five dimensions including power distance, individualism or collectivism, 
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masculinity or femininity, uncertainty avoidance and short-term or long-term orientation 

(Hofstede G. , 1994). This provides multinational companies with a culture-based 

understanding of certain markets and allowed them to initiate business strategies further 

accordingly.

 

“Hofstede Model” (Hofstede G. , 1994) 

 

3.3 Organizational culture  

 

It is a complicated task to analyze the culture of an organization and how this culture per se 

influences the business behaviors (Bhaskaran & Sukumaran, 2007). The definition of 

organizational culture is always related to the meaning of culture, while differences only lie in 

the context.  Schein (2010) argued that it is confusing when organizational researchers deem 

organizational culture as norms and practices that an organization develops to manage its 

employees and shape its values because it failed to distinguish what culture is and what culture 

is supposed to be. Instead, he proposed a framework with10 vital forces to deepen the 

understanding of culture which is applicable to organizations, including “observed behavioral 

regularities when people interact; group norms; espoused values; formal philosophy; rules of 

the game; climate; habits of thinking, mental models, and/or linguistic paradigms; shared 

meaning; root metaphors or integrating symbols” (Schein, 2010, p. 14 to 15).  
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This framework set up a solid foundation and cover a broad scope to understand the culture, 

but it seems to be relatively abstract when analyzing organizations in the current market. 

Another framework which is frequently used is proposed by Hofstede (1994) with six 

dimensions of organizational cultures consisting of “process-oriented versus results-oriented, 

job-oriented versus employee-oriented, professional versus parochial, open system versus 

closed system, tightly versus loosely controlled, pragmatic versus normative” (Hofstede G. , 

1994, p. 10 to 11). The organizational culture can be changed by leadership and personnel 

policies. As for multinational companies, it is important for managers to build or adapt the 

corporate culture based on the country’s cultural background to further manage its talents and 

follow the informal institutions (Hofstede G. , 1994). 

 

3.4 Culture in the Glocalization process  

 

The world economy has been going through a systemic change with globalization, in which 

multinational enterprises (MNEs) brought both opportunities and competitions for local 

markets. Reactions from different countries vary when dealing with globalization. Different 

from global corporations who take the globe or major areas as one single market selling the 

same product in the same way (Svensson, 2001). Multinational companies tend to choose 

business strategies accordingly based on the conditions of countries. For example, MNEs 

operating in developing countries need to deal with increasing foreign direct investment (FDI) 

and fast-changing domestic policies whereas those operate in developed countries are facing 

different situations (Narula & Dunning, 2010). Therefore, whether keeping products with a 

unified standard or adapting products to local requirements, i.e. integration versus local 

responsiveness, has become a dilemma for many MNEs. However, “glocalization” occurred as 

an economic term to illustrate the way to adopting a nearly or completely global standard 

product with local conditions to gain differentiation as a competitive advantage in the market 

(Robertson, 1995). 
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Culture is always one of the necessary factors that need to be taken into consideration in this 

process, and it shapes international business. Appiah (1992) proposed the idea of “ideological 

decolonization”, leading to a debate in terms of locality and globality. Tomlinson (1991) 

suggested that this issue also disclosed cultural imperialism. Certain cultures are conveyed by 

various commercial products to foreign markets, which might also in a way change the 

conditions of local or even global market (Appiah,1992; Tomlinson, 1991, as cited in 

Robertson, 1995). For organizations, acquiring the recognition of cultural differences in is only 

the first step to follow the glocalization. Thomas (2008) suggested a series of mechanisms 

related to how entrepreneurs think, react and reflect on certain situations create cultural 

influences. To reach a balance in this process (Thomas, 2008, as cited in Apetrei, Kureshi, & 

Horodnic, 2015). Apetrei, Kureshi and Horodnic (2015) summarized four strategies from 

interviews of entrepreneurs, including “adaptation by indifference, adaptation of submission, 

standardization by superiority and disputable standardization” (Apetrei, Kureshi, & Horodnic, 

2015, p. 1521). This is a result by bidirectional forces, namely firms and customers, who are 

both target audience influenced different cultures.   

 

3.5 International marketing in the emerging economy 

 

The economy nowadays is driven by economic and political convergence, as well as the market 

consolidation influenced by the developing IT industry (Bradley, 2005). These three variables 

could all possibly change due to their interrelations, which potentially further impact the 

international marketing environment. Czinkota and Ronkainen (2013) illustrate that 

“International marketing consists of the activity, institutions, and the process across national 

borders that create, communicate, deliver, and exchange offerings that have value for 

stakeholders and society” (Czinkota & Ronkainen, 2013, p. 5). The forms of it can be diverse, 

such as international trade, joint ventures, licenses and contracts, etc. (Czinkota & Ronkainen, 

2013). Some scholars distinguish international marketing from global marketing in that the 

former one focuses on the relationships among nations and is part of the global corporate citizen 

while the latter one is a home-based organization doing cross-border business. However, 

Onkvisit and Shaw (2008) found that international firms don’t distinguish these two concepts 

themselves.  
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Furthermore, they claim that marketing is a universal business concept that can be applied to 

different contexts, but due to the diversity of countries, it is not easy for many companies to 

keep the expected growth and profit. Additionally, within the organization, personnel policies 

and resources might vary geographically (Onkvisit & Shaw, 2008) 

The unstable macro environment brings challenges for international firms and in a way force 

them to develop flexible international marking strategies to survive in the competition both 

from domestic and foreign firms. However, fast-changing informational technology enables 

that communications are well perceived by customers, encouraging more companies to expand 

their business overseas (Bradley, 2005). Due to the rising of emerging economies, many 

international firms target the purchasing power and make strategies accordingly to expand and 

operate in developing countries. Emerging markets neither include well-developed market 

economies nor mature institution. However, with the irreversible trend of globalization, many 

accesses to business have been unblocked. These markets interest advanced economies with 

opportunities to invest capitals, sell products and acquire abundant resources. On the other side, 

it is also a catching up process for themselves to shorten the distance from developed markets. 

It is more of creating a competitive market system with liberalized institutions that favor the 

country in the long term rather than signing a contract to open a new sales market (Kolodko, 

2018).  
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4. Methodology 

 

Through the methodology part all the theoretical framework, the Survey process as well as the 

Research Process Onion will be illustrated. 

 

 

 

 “Research Process Onion” representation (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 

 

4.1 Research Process 

 

In order to properly develop an approach and examine the management decision problem that 

the company is facing it is critical to identify all the factors that can possibly affect the 

research design. The two essential points are the methodology and an impeccable theoretical 

framework, as they help us to decide what should be measured or understood and how to 

encapsulate the understandings (Malhotra, Birks, & Wills, 2017). 
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4.1.1 Research Philosophy 

This section, reflects upon the theory of knowledge that constitutes our research philosophy. 

It is considered of utmost importance to explicate it as it determines the selection of theory, 

our interpretation of it, and the methodological approach applied to investigate the research 

question (Malhotra, Birks, & Wills, 2017). 

 

“Positivism, Realism, Interpretivism, Pragamatism” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 
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The underlying scientific point of departure is critical pragmatism, which combines a general 

philosophy of science with a philosophy of social science to explain the interface between the 

natural and social worlds, multiple views are chosen in order to best answer the research 

question (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). 

By obtaining critical pragmatism as the scientific point of departure, the aim of this assignment 

is not to uncover the whole truth about the Chinese market and its opportunities. Rather it seeks 

to discover the different stratified layers creating and shaping the market forces, both 

economically, politically, and culturally. Through a rigorous and systematic theoretical 

framework, it is possible to identify and better understand these. Hence, we can never reach 

the real world, but we can rationally interact with it, which improves our ability to navigate 

successfully and make the right decisions. From our methodological and theoretical 

framework, our thesis will provide a strong and robust foundation for a management decision. 

 

4.1.2 Research Approach 

 

According to the Research Process Onion, two main research approaches are prevailing the 

inductive approach and the deductive approach. 

 

“Deduction emphasizes VS Induction emphasizes” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 
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A combination of an inductive and deductive reasoning is applied, as they are not mutually 

exclusive. The point of departure is deductive as  research question is explored based on 

observations in the empirical data collection (Malhotra, Birks, & Wills, 2017). An analysis 

was conducted, to  broad scope and circumstances determining the situation of international 

companies in the IT industry to define the specific conditions of Google. This is a movement 

from the whole referring to the part, allowing to carefully selecting relevant data to analyze, 

in relation to the point of departure. After analyzing the Chinese market conditions, an 

inductive approach can be adopted in order to analyze the real potential they possess of 

achieving a successful market re-entry. In this movement the  core competencies , we 

examined and their value-creating potential within the Chinese ecosystem is considered.  In 

the discussion and reflection of strategic opportunities and recommendations, the relevant 

theory will be drowned upon  in order to reinforce and expand our sound of reasoning and 

argumentation. 

 

4.1.3 Research Purpose  

 

The aim of the research purpose is to target how the Research question previously mentioned 

should be answered. To do so, the purpose of the thesis needs to be clarified. The aim of the 

thesis was at the beginning to “seek a new insight and to ask question and asses phenomena in 

a new light”, this specific purpose is defined as Exploratory study (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009). The exploratory studies are usually conducted in three different ways, and in 

this case, it should have been one of the following: 

- Interviewing experts from Google 

- Conducting a focus group with Google 

- Search for relevant literature about the matter 

Unfortunately, none of these options was available for this study, as the company is extremely 

restrictive about the matter and also because the event is relatively recent and therefore 

literature about this subject is scarce.  

For this reason, the purpose of aim has been revolved into studying the causal relationship that 

might exist between our variables, leading to an explanatory study. In this situation, we focus 

on studying the problem and situation that Google is currently facing, and then explain the 

relevant relationships between these variables (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). 
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4.1.4 Research Strategy 

 

“The strategy is driven by the research question, the objective of the research, the existing 

knowledge, the scale and scope of the research and the researcher’s philosophical beliefs” 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). 

As seen in the previous image, the Research Onion illustrates seven different research 

strategies. Part of them rely upon the deductive approach as others are tied to the inductive. 

Strategies chosen for this thesis are three. Firstly, it is essential, to highlight that it is a case 

study, due to its nature, which involves an investigation of the contemporary phenomena that 

Google, is currently facing. Moreover, “the boundaries between the phenomena being studied 

and the context within which it is being studied are not clearly evident” (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009). When choosing the case study, it is essential to distinguish between the four 

case study strategies: 

- Single case and multiple cases  

- Holistic case and embedded case 

In this thesis, it is the single case study that will be explored as it represents a unique case that 

has been hardly explored before. “The dimension concerning the holistic or the embedded 

strategy refers to the unit of analysis” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). In this thesis, the 

focus is on Google as a company as a whole. Consequently, the organization will be treated as 

a holistic case study due to the fact that no sub-units within the company are going to be taken 

into account. One of the main reasons for this decision is that the aim is non-only to explore 

the existing theory but also to challenge it. 

Secondly, the thesis is based partly on the survey that will be conducted, meaning that the 

survey strategy will be taken into account. By doing so, a large amount of data will be collected 

and standardized, allowing easy comparison and better outlook. Lastly “the data collected using 

a survey strategy can be used to suggest possible reasons for particular relationships between 

variables and to produce models of these relationships” (the survey strategy and operation will 

be discussed more in depth in the following parts). 
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4.1.5 Methods choice 

 

When assessing the method decision, the first choice is whether to use quantitative or 

qualitative data. In this case, both types are incorporated. The primary data is obtained 

exclusively through the survey results, as for the secondary data it is retrieved from both 

frameworks and theory as well as from online sources. For these reasons, the choice has been 

to have a multiple-method research, more specifically the mixed model research as the 

collection of data is executed in different ways depending on the source. 

 

 

 

“Research Choices Map” (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 
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“Mixed methods design" (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009) 

 

4.1.6 Time Horizon 

 

The two-time horizons to research design are independent. The Cross-sectional analyzes a 

specific moment in time and can be defined as a “snapshot”. On the contrary, the longitudinal 

studies have a broader perspective and analyses the phenomena over time. Following this 

definition, the time horizon choice has been longitudinal, as the aim is to better understand the 

situation of Google and its evolution over time in this market. In order to do so, we analyze the 

company from its start in the country until its current status today. 
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4.2 Survey  

 

To explore the potential target market that Google can address, two different survey have been 

created. The surveys are not dependent. The reason to create two separate questionnaires was 

to avoid any bias following the questions. Both questionnaires have been developed and shared 

online through the Qualtrics software. Qualtrics is a professional tool for conducting surveys. 

It helps to collect, analyze, and present quantitative data. Additionally, the software has been 

used to examine correlation and to compare the results with different variables. The decision 

to use Qualtrics was due to various strategic reasons. Firstly, Qualtrics is accepted in China in 

the academic field, and therefore it is not limited or blocked by the Chinese censure, compared 

to other software such as Google Survey. Secondly, it allows clear visualization of the data, by 

simplifying the results and making them more comprehensive. Lastly, it is cross-platform, and 

the data can be used for analysis on other software such as SPSS and Excel. The correlation 

analysis has been executed through SPSS. The trend analysis also called “breakout report”. 

This method allows a cross analysis between the results from different questions to better 

visualize the trends. The target group are university students between 18-30 years, as they 

represent the potential future generation of users that Google can target. For the survey, a mixed 

analyzing method combined qualitative with quantitative analysis were adopted. Numeric Data 

analysis is processed on Qualtrics and SPSS while in-text responses are translated and 

categorized by one of the researchers. Disclosure analysis was mainly used for in-text 

comments while correlations among several variables within and across questions are further 

interpreted.  
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4.2.1 Search engine Gap questionnaire 

 

The first questionnaire is product oriented as it aims to evaluate the existing products and their 

characteristics. The survey focuses on the current searching engine gap in the Chinese market, 

and the potential perceptions of Google’s reentry was conducted. The survey sheets were sent 

on both researcher’s WeChat Moments with the web link and QR code, as well as distributed 

to respondents by inviting them to scan the QR code directly during the course with outside 

help. Considering that approximately 30% of the internet users in China are between 20 to 29 

years old (CNNIC, 2017), and they will continue to be the main users in next few decades while 

influencing their next generations’ behaviors, college students at present and graduates finished 

their school within the past 5 years were mainly chosen as the target audience. In total, the 

survey was published for a week, and 195 responses were received. As is illustrated in Figure.1, 

40.72% of the respondents are from 18 to 22 years old, followed by the group from 22 to 25, 

taking 38.4% of the total. The concentration on these two groups is also partly due to the 

snowball sampling method based on researchers’ network.  

 

4.2.2 Chinese cultural reflection questionnaire 

 

Another followed-up survey on customers’ cultural perception of Google’s entry and other 

searching engines was complementarily distributed on one of the researcher’s WeChat 

moments, and 65 responses were received eventually. It has been distributed separately from 

the previous one with the purpose of bias elimination. Moreover, two surveys were designed 

in English with Chinese translation accordingly in order to eliminate language barriers, 

although the majority of people in these groups have received a systematical English education. 

 

4.3 Frameworks and Theory 

 

The distance from which we examine the market limits our ability to fully grasp and understand 

the specific conditions and Google potential opportunities and limitations in China. The 

country represents a radically different cultural, political and economical approach to business, 

and our ability to fully encompass these in our strategic recommendations is impossible, as we 

can never reach a complete understanding.  
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However, as we try to an in-depth understand of the market and carefully examine the risks 

and benefits of re-entering China, we complement secondary data, with primary. Hence, we 

get the opportunity to acquire experience and knowledge of different actors that are familiar 

with the Chinese market and culture, which will increase our qualitative understanding of the 

complexities. This data collecting method will further be elaborated on by using the CAGE 

framework (Ghemawat, Distance Still Matters, 2001), to examine how China performs, which 

will improve our ability to grasp the actual differences. 

 

 

 

 

 

(Ghemawat, Differences and the CAGE Distance Framework, 2004) 
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The Five Forces method, also called Porter’s 5 Forces will be explored in order to assess the 

competition, in all its critical (Porter, 1979): 

- Competitive and Rivalry: The data about the competition strength will be characterized. 

It will also be interpreted to evaluate rivalries’ quality and position, but most 

importantly to understand who they really are compared to Google. 

- Supplier Power: This aspect aims to determine the possible supplier threats and 

opportunity for the firm. 

- Buyer Power: This part concerns the buyers, their influence and all the variables related 

to them. 

- Threat of Substitution: This refers to the likelihood of the customers finding a different 

way of doing what Google is doing, and switch for the new one. 

- Threat of New Entry: Lastlty, the threat of the new entry, asses the risk of having new 

competitors, and losing a possible part of the market. 

-  

 

 

“Porter’s 5 Forces Analysis” (Porter, 1979) 
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Secondly, the theory concerning the Institutional void defined in terms of globalization context 

as the absence of specialized intermediaries, regulatory systems, and contract devastates 

performances of international companies in the emerging market. Related to the previous 

theory exist the five-context framework which consists of political and social systems, 

openness, product markets, labor markets and capital markets supports executives to spot 

institutional void in the targeted market (Khanna, Palepu, & Sinha, 2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

“5 Context Framework” (Khanna, Palepu, & Sinha, 2005) 
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Thirdly the 4Ps analysis or also Marketing Mix provides a framework for marketing decision-

making in order to better asses Google market asset (McCarthy E. J., 1960). 

 

 

 

 

“Marketing Mix - 4Ps Framework” (McCarthy E. J., 1960) 

 

Another, important framework that adds itself to Marketing Mix, is the “Emerging Market 

Assessment Response framework” (Tarun & Krishna, 2010). 

The framework aims to respond, four strategic choices related to the institution and market 

situation. The four question their objectives are resumed in the following image. 

 

 

 

“Emerging Market Assessment Response framework” (Tarun & Krishna, 2010) 
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Lastly, the AAA triangle framework which Professor Pankaj Ghemawat of New York 

University and IESE Business School introduced in 2007 is adopted. In his article, he defines 

three effective and generic ways to face the challenges of entering a new market, by analyzing 

Adaptation, aggregation and Arbitrage (Ghemawat, Managing Differences: The Central 

Challenge of Global Strategy, 2007).  

 

 

 

 

“AAA Triangle” (Ghemawat, Managing Differences: The Central Challenge of Global 

Strategy, 2007) 

 

By stating the premises underlying our comprehension and interpretation of the social reality 

and pursuing the method previously mentioned through the thesis, it will be possible to 

generalize and draw conclusions about the possible re-entry of the company. All the previous 

points will be discussed more in depth in the Analysis part. 
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5. Data Analysis 

 

5.1 Search Engine Gap Questionnaire 

 

The Survey has been divided into 10 short questions aiming to assess the firm and competition 

level and evaluate the consumers’ awareness, preference, as well as attitude towards certain 

issues. As previously mentioned, the survey has been led by using the Qualtrics software and 

the frequency results are generated based on SPSS. 

The level of complexity and information required was gradual, and it goes as follows: 

 

- Q1 - What is your age? （请问您的年龄） 

▫ Under 18 (18岁以下)   

▫ 18 to 22 (18至 22岁)  

▫ 22 to 25 (22至 25岁) 

▫ 25 to 30 (25至 30岁) 

▫ Over 30 (30岁以上)  

 

The first question revolves around the age of the respondents. The majority are between 18-30 

as the target comprehended university students for the long-term strategy. 
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- Q2 - In mainland China, which searching engine do you mainly use?  (在中国大陆您

最主要使用的搜索引擎是？) 

▫ Baidu (百度)   

▫ 360 search （360搜索）  

▫ Sogo （搜狗）  

▫ Bing （必应）  

▫ Shenma （神马搜索）  

▫ Google (potentially with the VPN support) （在有 vpn支持的情况下使用谷歌）   

▫ Other (please specify) (其他：请说明)  

 

Chart 1. Frequency result of varieties of search engine using  

 

Secondly, the question concerned, the choice of the Search Engine that the respondents use, 

the results vary, but the majority of the market is taken by Baidu. The amount of chosen search 

engine respondents primarily use is between 1 to 3 and frequencies are listed accordingly in 

Chart 1. 
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- Q3 - Why do you prefer the searching engine in question 2 to others compared to the 

other options? [multiple choices] (您为什么更倾向于选择问题 2当中的搜索引擎?) 

[多选] 

▫ More results are shown on the page (页面搜索结果更多)   

▫ Searching results are more reliable (搜索结果更可靠)   

▫ Peer influence (周边朋友的影响)   

▫ Good reputation of this searching engine (该搜索引擎的声誉较好)   

▫ Easier Access (更容易访问)  

▫ Unfamiliar with other seaching engines(对其他搜索引擎不太熟悉)   

▫ Currently using derivative products from the same company, for example, the Cloud (正在使用相同公

司的其他衍生产品, 比如云储存)  

▫ Other (please specify) (其他:请说明） 

 

Chart 2 (1). Frequency result of product-oriented preferences 

 

Chart 2 (2). Frequency result of social-oriented preferences 
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The third question aims to understand the possible reasons behind the decision of a specific 

search Engine compared to another, therefore assessing the strengths and weaknesses of all the 

actors in the market. Options were categorized into product-oriented and social-oriented 

groups. Product-oriented group includes the following: more results are shown on the page; 

searching results are more reliable; easier access; and currently using derivative products from 

the same company of the searching engine. Meanwhile, Social-oriented group involves peer 

influence, good reputation of the searching engine and unfamiliar with other searching engines. 

In the Chart 2 (1) and Chart 2 (2), the number in the grey column represents the amount of 

reasons chosen from certain group.  

 

- Q4 - To what extent are you satisfied with your current choices of searching engines in 

mainland China? (from 1 - 5, 1 meaning not satisfied at all and 5 meaning extremely 

satisfied)（您对当下中国大陆可选择的搜索引擎打分的话，评分会是多少？1-5

分，1分为非常不满意，5分为非常满意） 

 

 1  2 3  4  5  

Level (程度)  o  o  o  o  o 

 

 

Chart 4. Frequency result of satisfaction levels  
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Question number four evaluates the satisfaction level with the search engine decision, by doing 

so some weaknesses can be visualized. It is also easy to get the entire satisfaction perception 

from Chart 4.  

 

 

- Q5 - What degree of precision do you perceive through the searching engine from your 

decision on Question 2?) (您认为您在题 2选中的搜索引擎所获取信息准确性程度

如何？) 

 Completely 

inaccurate (非常

不精确)  

Relatively 

inaccurate (相对

不精确) 

Unsure (不确定)  Relatively 

accurate (相对精

确)  

Completely 

accurate (非常精

确)  

Degree of 

accuracy (精确程

度)  

o   o   o  o   o   

 

 

Chart 5. Frequency result of accuracy evaluation 

 

The fifth question grade the precision of the different Search engine decided, by the 

participants. 
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- Q6 - Do you know that Google is intending to negotiate with the government to re-enter 

the Chinese market? (您了解谷歌目前正在和政府协商重新进入中国市场吗？) 

o Yes （了解）   

o No （不了解）   

o Unsure (不确定)   

 

 

Chart 6. Frequency result of Google’s re-entry awareness 

 

Question six starts the phase to estimate the level of awareness, about the possibility of re-entry 

of the company. More specifically the question introduces the fact that Google intended to 

negotiate with the Chinese authorities. 

 

 

- Q7 - Will you use Google if it is legally allowed in mainland China? (如果谷歌在大

陆地区合法，您会选择使用吗？) 

o Yes （了解）   

o No （不了解）   

o Maybe (也许吧)   
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Chart 7. Frequency result of the likelihood to use legally allowed Google 

 

Question seven weighs the opportunity of using Google, without the use of a VPN. 

 

- Q8 - Would you still use google as a searching engine if the results from the censored 

version are different from the original version? (如果监管下的谷歌搜索引擎和原版

引擎搜索结果有偏差，您还会考虑使用吗？) 

o Yes （了解）   

o No （不了解）   

o Maybe (也许吧)   

 

 

Chart 8. Frequency result of the likelihood to use censored version of Google 

 

Lastly, to conclude the section concerning the awareness and feedback, question eight appraise 

the possible result of having a censored version. 

 

- Q9 - What kind of information do you most often try to acquire while using the 

searching engine? [multiple choices] (您使用搜索引擎时通常最想获取什么类型的

信息？) [多选] 

▫ News (新闻)   

▫ Business（商业）   

▫ Academics（学术）   

▫ Sports （体育）   
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▫ Entertainment (music, movies, games) （娱乐：音乐，电影，游戏）   

▫ Health （健康）   

▫ Science（科学）  

▫ Shopping（购物）   

▫ Traveling（旅行）   

▫ Other (please specify)（其他：请说明） 

 

 

Chart 9 (1). Frequency result of acquiring hard content information  

 

 

 

Chart 9 (2). Frequency result of acquiring soft content information 
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Question nine reopens the product evaluation part started in Question three. This question 

classifies the topic of research to better understand the needs of the respondents. Similar to 

Question 2, options are divided into groups of hard content information and soft content 

information. Hard content information includes news, business, academics and science. The 

rest options are soft content information related, containing sports, entertainment (music, 

movies, games), health, shopping and travelling. In Chart 9 (1) and Chart 9 (2), the number in 

the grey column represents the amount of reasons chosen from certain group. 

 

 

- Q10 - Optional question: What information is difficult for you to find on your chosen 

searching engines - from question 2? (选填：您认为在您题 2所选的搜索引擎中，

什么样的信息较难获取？)  

 

Finally, question ten ends the survey. The question asked is optional and it evaluates a possible 

gap or opportunity in terms of the information that the participants look for. 

 

 

 

 

5.1.1 The variety of searching engine choices 

 

168 out of 195 (58.95%) respondents mainly use Baidu as their searching engine in mainland 

China, followed by 65 (19.65%) respondents use Google with VPN support, including some 

overlaps between these two searching engines. 122 (62.6%) respondents chose only one 

searching engine while the rest 73 respondents use two or three searching engines. Figure.1 

demonstrated the dominance of Baidu in mainland China, followed by Google which needs 

VPN support to function due to the Chinese firewall blocks. What is also noticeable is that the 

rest searching engines constitute 20% left. Taking the large population base of China into 

consideration, the number of users for them can also be promising.  
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When categorizing searching engines into domestic and Google group, 139 (71.3%) 

respondents are currently using domestic searching engine products including Baidu, 360 

Search, Sogou and Shenma, and Bing, a searching engine provided by a foreign company with 

a domestic version. The rest 56 people use Google as at least one of their searching engines. 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Proportion of search engine use in mainland China (195 respondents) 

 

5.1.2 Preference reasons for chosen searching engines  

 

Various reasons for them to choose specific searching engines have been divided into product-

oriented and social-oriented groups. 155 people choose reason from the former groups 

including more results are shown on the page; searching results are more reliable; easier access; 

and currently using derivative products from the same company of the searching engine. 

Comparatively, 78 people choose peer influence, good reputation of the searching engine and 

unfamiliar with other searching engines in the social-oriented group. As is shown in Figure 2, 

For 109 respondents who chose Baidu and other non-mainstream searching engines except, 

their main preference reasons are easier access and unfamiliarity with other searching engines, 

altogether taking up 58% of the total. However, in Figure 3, 14 respondents prefer to use 

Google and other searching engines except Baidu mainly because of their reliability and 

reputation. 9 out of 13 respondents specifying other reasons for the preference focus on the 

switching cost. They use the very first searching engine in the browser when they have the new 

electronic device and continue using the same one after.  
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Figure 2. Proportions for respondents’ preference reasons to use Baidu and other search engines 

except google  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Proportions for respondents’ preference reasons to use Google and other search 

engines except Google 
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5.1.3 Evaluation of chosen searching engines 

 

Respondents have also been invited to evaluate the accuracy and satisfaction accordingly of 

their currently using searching engine. 44.8% of them deemed that their current searching 

engines provide them with relatively accurate results while 25.8% of people demonstrated the 

opposite. Around ¼ of respondents are not sure about the accuracy, which is also 

understandable. For one reason, a large percentage of them only use one searching engine, and 

consequently, they do not have other results to compare. Interestingly, the same number of 

respondents think results are completely accurate and inaccurate. When it comes to our two 

main focuses, Baidu and Google in Figure 4, a gap of 1.19% lies between Baidu users choosing 

“completely inaccurate” and “completely accurate” while 5.36% respondents completely trust 

the accuracy of Google. In Figure 5, when an incremental order from 1 to 5 are given to the 

accuracy level from completely inaccuracy to completely accuracy, Google has the highest 

mean value 3.39, illustrating that comparatively Google is believed to be the most accurate 

one.  

The skewness of it is also better than most of the others, with the second lowest standard 

deviation 0.86. In contrast, Baidu’s mean value is relatively low as 3.12, with a slightly higher 

standard deviation of 0.89, ranking in the very middle among selected searching engines.  

 

 

Figure 4. Accuracy evaluation of Baidu and Google  
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Figure 5. Statistical accuracy evaluation of searching engines 

 

Similarly, the same incremental order has been given to the satisfaction level from 1 to 5. 

Contrary to the evaluation of accuracy, currently Baidu users are more satisfied with their 

choices than Google users. “Higher accuracy, higher satisfaction” is usually the pattern that 

makes sense to internet users. However, even with the highest accuracy perception, Google 

with VPN support ranks the second lowest in terms of satisfaction, with a mean value of 2.61. 

If we give up Shenma which only has two users’ evaluation and Others which are all browsers, 

Baidu ranks the top among the rest, with a mean value of 2.99.   
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Figure 6. Statistical satisfaction evaluation of searching engines 

 

5.1.4 Attitude towards Google’s re-entry 

 

With the current information flow in mainland China, 67 (34.54%) respondents realized the re-

entry intention from Google while 106 out of 195 (54.36%) respondents reported that they are 

not aware of this situation. Some are unsure about their awareness. When asked about whether 

they will try to use Google searching engine if it is legally allowed in China, 155 (79.49%) 

respondents show their positive attitudes towards it, and only five (2.56%) respondents turn 

down the possibility. The rest 35 respondents hold the “wait and see” attitude.  

 

However, when adding censorship for Google under Chinese government as a precondition, 

respondents’ attitudes shift significantly. As is shown in Figure 7, only 51 out of 155 

respondents who expressed “yes” to use legally allowed Google will keep using Google and 

all the rest 104 people change their mind. 27 of them demonstrated their giving up on the 

censored version of Google while the rest 77 respondents are not sure how they will respond 

in this situation. For 35 respondents who are unsure about the use of legally allowed Google, 

9 of them deny the censored version and only 1 person embraces the censorship. 
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In this case, within all 195 respondents expressing their attitudes on legally allowed Google, 

74.2% (115) of respondents change their attitudes when the institutional censorship is involved 

in it. Around 67% of them are not sure about how the institutional system influence their 

choices while 31% of hold a negative attitude towards censorship.  

   

Figure 7. Shifting attitudes towards the censored version of Google 

 

 

 

 

5.1.5 The niche information gap  

 

Figure 10 shows major components of information that respondents attempt to find on their 

current searching engine.  54.47% of the information can be concluded as hard content 

information, which requires including news, business, academics and science and the rest are 

soft content information related, containing sports, entertainment (music, movies, games), 

health, shopping and travelling. Roughly, differences within each category are not huge. For 

our selected target group, academics is the main aim for them to use the searching engine, 
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taking up 20.28% of the total, with entertainment following behind, with 14.92% ranking at 

the second place.  

 

 

Figure 8. Proportions of information categories on searching engines 

 

When asked what kind of information is difficult for them to acquire on their selected searching 

engines, 80 respondents made their comments, and they are translated into English directly and 

categorized into 10 groups in Table 1.  

Access to academic articles is still the main issue that bothers respondents. It has been 

mentioned 29 times in total. What comes next is about the essence of the information. 

Obviously, the relevant 17 comments are all about the reliability, immediacy, accuracy. Same 

number (9) of people focus on healthcare and Chinese government-related information, which 

most respondents call “sensitive information”. Additionally, advertising on the searching 

engine has become a bothering issue for respondents to find the information. 7 people explicitly 

expressed a wish for an advertisement free environment when using the searching engine.  
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5.1.6 Overall Correlation analysis  

 

A series of binary correlation analyses were conducted to understand the relationships among 

pairs of measured variables in the survey. Several pairs of variables were found to be 

significantly correlated (p<.05), however, most relationships were not strongly associated 

considering the reported Pearson’s correlation coefficients (see the correlation table below). 

Prominently, the variety of searching engines used and the preference of using domestic or 

foreign searching engine (i.e. Google) is positively and significantly correlated, which 

demonstrates a strong relationship (r=.64, p <.001). Similarly, the variety of searching engines 

and the preference of being product-oriented demonstrates a positive relationship (r=.27, 

p<.001). Additionally, some variables are not so strongly correlated with users’ preference of 

using foreign searching engine (Google) as expected, including the user’s preference of being 

product-oriented (r=.26, p<.001), the awareness of Google’s re-entry (r=.24, p<.01) and the 

possibility to use Google if it is legally allowed in mainland China (r=.26, p<.001) 

Apart from the negative correlations between consumers being product-oriented and social-

oriented, the satisfaction level is negatively correlated with their preference of using domestic 

or foreign searching engine choices (r=-.21, p<.01), the awareness of Google’s entry (r=-.20, 

p<.01) and the possibility to use it if it is legally allowed (r=-.24, p<.01). That is, respondents 

who are less satisfied with their current searching engine choices will be more likely to use 

foreign searching engines like Google, be aware of Google’s re-entry and legally use it if it’s 

accessible.  

Although a large percentage of respondents change their attitudes toward the censorship, its 

positive relationship with the possibility of legally use is still shown in the table (r= .29, 

p<.001). The category of information itself that consumers usually attempt to search for does 

not have a direct impact on their attitudes toward Google’s entry.   

(The following two charts represent the correlation analysis from the survey) 
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5.2 Chinese culture reflection questionnaire 

 

As formerly mentioned, the follow-up survey keeps the previously surveys’ first two questions 

regarding respondents’ age and the variety of searching engine they are currently using.  

Additionally, this survey contains 3 new questions related to culture. In this case, preparations 

for Google to re-enter the Chinese market can be further explored from a cultural perspective. 

Question 1 - What is your age?  (请问您的年龄？) 

Question 2 - In mainland China, which searching engine do you mainly use?（在中国大陆，

您主要使用什么搜索引擎？） 

Question 1 aims to understand participants’ basic information, testing its consistency with 

the previous survey. And Question 2 is designed to understand the market share of available 

searching engines among respondents. 

Question 3 - Will your impression on Google searching engine improve if it includes more 

Chinese traits (for example, dragon, red colors, traditional calligraphy, etc) on its front page 

or logo? ( 如果谷歌搜索引擎在它的主页或标志上加入更多的中国元素，比如龙，中国

红，传统笔墨书法等等，您对其好感会提升吗？) 

 

o Definitely yes（绝对会提升） 

o Probably yes （也许会提升） 

o Maybe / Maybe not （可能会/可能不会） 

o Probably not（也许不会提升） 

o Definitely not (绝对不会提升) 

 

Question 3 targets to probe further into consumers’ perception of Google displaying Chinese 

elements on its searching website presumably. Respondents could be either appreciate or 

detest this intentional cultural involvement. 
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Question 4 - Do you agree that the current searching engines in mainland China display 

sufficient Chinese traits on their websites? （您觉得现有中国大陆的搜索引擎在它们的网

站上展现了了足够的中国元素吗？） 

 

o Strongly disagree (十分不同意)  

o Disagree（不同意） 

o Neither agree nor disagree （中立） 

o Agree（同意） 

o Strongly agree（十分同意） 

 

Question 4 investigates whether consumers perceive sufficient Chinese traits from searching 

engines websites in mainland China. It could be linked with Question 3 to further analyze how 

respondents with different attitudes consider Google’s cultural involvement.  

Question 5 - Do you think the entry of Google is a threat to Chinese culture? （您觉得谷歌的

进入对中国文化是一种威胁吗？） 

o Definitely yes （绝对是） 

o Probably yes （也许是） 

o Maybe / maybe not （中立） 

o Probably not （也许不是） 

o Definitely not （绝对不是） 

The last question asks straightforward to respondents about the sense of cultural threat they 

possess towards Google’s entry. 

 

5.2.1 Age and variety of choices  

 

Consistent with the choice of our previous audience, young Chinese internet users are still our 

focus. As is shown in Figure 9, In 65 respondents’ age distributions, 42 (64.62%) locate in the 

range from 22 to 25, followed by 15 (23.08%) people from 18 to 22. 9 of them are between 25 

and 30 years old, taking up 9.23% of the total. 
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Figure 9. Age distribution of 65 respondents  

 

The proportion of chosen searching engines is quite similar to the previous survey, with Baidu 

leading forward over 55% of choices and Google following behind, which takes up 18%. The 

rest of the searching engines all have some share but not as significant as what Baidu and 

Google own.  

 

Figure 10. Proportions of search engine use in mainland China (65 respondents) 
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5.2.2 Cultural opportunities 

 

When asked whether they perceive sufficient Chinese traits displayed on the searching engine 

website, over 45% of 65 respondents disagree with this argument. Only 9 (13.85%) people in 

total slightly or strongly favor it. The rest 40% of them maintain a neutral stance. 

 

 

Figure.11 Perception of whether sufficient Chinese traits are displayed on search engines. 

However, most respondents consider displaying Chinese traits on Google’s searching engine 

as a positive element contributing to a better impression for customers. As is seen in Figure.12, 

in general, over 60% of respondents agree with absolute and possible impression improvement 

from them, including all 3 respondents strongly against the currently Chinese traits displaying 

situation on the searching engine, 15 each on both slightly disagree and neutral sides. In total, 

there are still 18 respondents not sure about what influence it will bring to them. On the 

contrary, only a few (around 10%) respondents consider that adding Chinese traits to Google’s 

searching engine website probably will not contribute to a better impression.  
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Figure 12. Attitudes toward impression improvement of Google displaying Chinese traits on 

the search engine website 

 

5.2.3 Cultural threat 

 

Overall, a slightly more than half respondents believe Google’s entry is not a threat to Chinese 

culture while around 1/3 are unsure about its influence. Less than 20% of respondents to some 

extent believe Google is a threat to Chinese culture. When investigating into what searching 

engines these respondents with negative perceptions are currently using, data shows that they 

from Baidu (18.64%), Shenma (14.29%) and interestingly, Google users (11.11%).  
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6. Market, Institution and Cultural Analysis 

 

6.1Market Analysis 

 

6.1.1 Market Positioning 

In order to better analyze and understand the Marketing strategy and the Market assessment, it 

is critical to define and explore one important aspect of the market proposition. The element to 

be defined is the USP (unique selling point or unique selling proposition), which is a factor that 

differentiates a product from its competitor, it is also resumed as what can the company offer 

that the competitor cannot. It is also suggested that “differentiation is one of the most important 

strategic and tactical activities in which company should constantly engage” (Levitt, 1986). 

 

In this specific situation, we will focus on the Unique Selling Proposition of Google compared 

to the competitors. Google Unique selling proposition is its vast knowledge between the users 

and the content offered online. The company possess a large portfolio of products and an active 

user base giving it the ability to connect search and results with high precision. At the moment 

there still is not a company that can state the same for the global market, but concerning the 

Chinese market, Google has definitely some ferocious competitors.  

 

 6.1.2 The Competitive Forces in Chinese Search Engine Market  

 

As Google is planning to re-enter the Chinese market, Porter’s Five Forces analysis, brought 

up by Michael Porter (1979), is applied in order to analyze a level of competitive intensity in 

the Chinese market. The Five Forces compares the existing rivals by focusing on the bargaining 

power of suppliers and buyers, the threats of new entrants and the substitutes.  

Since Google left the Chinese search market in 2010, the local rivals have prospered in this 

market. Regarding market share information in 2018, Baidu dominates China’s search market 

with 65.5% market share, followed by Shenma 18.42% Sogou with 6.97% and Haosou Search 

4.91% (Search Engine Market Share, 2018).  
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 As a leader in the Chinese market, Baidu offers not only search engine platform but also other 

services, for example, Baidu Maps and Baidu Cloud, which provide customers benefits similar 

to what Google provides its customers worldwide (Digital Marketing China, 2018). In addition 

to serving individual users, Baidu also serves online marketing customers. Regarding the 

largest customer and information base, Baidu gains more traction from companies and start-

ups who are looking for customers, networks and an increase in economies of scale. These 

services increase the switching cost of Internet users, both individual users and commercial 

users, in China which Google needs to confront with when Google re-enters China.  

Considering buyer bargaining power in the search engine market, it is high due to very low 

switching cost, little customer loyalty and a high rivalry. Nevertheless, the Chinese 

government, who plays a crucial role in permitting to operate businesses in China, requires 

Google to work on censorship which leads to an increase in investment cost. Focusing on the 

supplier, Google has launched a tool called “supplier diversity program” in 2017. It helps 

Google to expand a supplier base by allowing Google employees to reach more small 

businesses. Hence, this feature would support Google to position itself as a potential negotiator 

if Google could re-enter China (Vazeos, 2018).  

It is interesting that search engine applications are becoming obsolete for mobile users in the 

globalization era. They prefer search vertically through other mobile apps like WeChat and 

QQ. In 2017, Tencent in cooperation with Sogou released WeChat search feature and this also 

affected Baidu’s revenue because users can see the engagement of other users and social 

comments which helps users to judge the quality and trustworthy of brands they are interested 

in. However, the search feature serves now merely social contents and articles and is still not 

optimized. Therefore, in the near future it will become a potential substitute and all search 

engine businesses are now concerned about this alternative service. (Graziani, 2017) 

Presently Bing search operated by Microsoft is the only one English search engine in China 

since Yahoo is blocked in August 2018 (Mok, 2018). However, if Google would prosper with 

a censored search engine in Chinese market, there would be an opportunity for new entrants or 

re-entrants like Yahoo and DuckDuckGo who are big players in globe to enter China by 

following the strategy of Google (Statcounter Globalstats, 2018). Regarding the current 

situation, Google should keep an eye on the Chinese government, existing rivals and buyer 

bargaining power as the top priority as well as start planning to deal with the other competitive 

forces. 
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6.1.3 CAGE Distance framework  

 

The CAGE Distance framework brought up by Pankaj Ghemawat identifies cultural distance, 

administrative distance, geographic distance and economic distance (Ghemawat, Distance Still 

Matters, 2011). These four elements provide companies with a broader attitude toward distance 

and perspectives on opportunity and risk in a global scale. Thus, CAGE Distance framework 

analysis is leveraged to assess the Chinese market for foreign companies as well as Google. 

In comparison, there are substantial distances between American and Chinese culture. 

Linguistic barrier decreases search efficiency while increases cost to optimize search system 

as most Google’s information is in English. Languages, religions and social norms influence 

Chinese Internet users to have different consumer behaviors from American Internet users. 

Regarding the Hofstede model (Hofstede G. , 2011); the score of individualism in China 

accounting for only 20 is very low compared to the score of 90 in the USA. On the other hand, 

China scores 87 for long time orientation while the USA scores only 26 (Hofsted Insight, 2018). 

Chinese people are collectivism and pay more attention on social networks and interpersonal 

relationships called “Guan Xi” (Kenton, 2018). Selecting the first targeted group of Internet 

users is a key role in winning the Chinese market because interpersonal connections and words 

of mouth are very powerful in Chinese society. Considering on long-term orientation 

dimension, what Google had done before leaving the Chinese market is relevant and will affect 

the company’s situation and position in China now and further.  Furthermore, Google needs to 

be aware of an attitude toward nationalism and a desire to preserve national identities which 

could drive the Chinese population to support local firms and ignore foreign companies. 
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“Hofstede Country comparison between China and the United States” (Hofsted Insight, 2018). 

The absence of colonial ties, the lack of shared monetary and political association, relative 

political hostility and government policies require an adaptation of the business model.  

“Socialism with Chinese Characteristic”, a form of government in China, allows the Chinese 

government to have powerful control over political and economic issues in the country. The 

strong and powerful position of the government sets international firms in a weak negotiating 

position when they apply for authorization to operate a business in China.  The great firewall 

of China, the Internet censorship policy controlling harmful political contents, is enforced to 

protect access to websites and social platforms, on which some people advocate social and 

political reform (Economy, 2018). This restriction forced Google to leave Chinese market in 

2010 due to a conflict between Internet regulation and Google’s famed motto “Don’t be evil”, 

which means that all users can access information without bias. However, in the year 2018, 

Google has removed the famed motto on its preface and relegated it on the last line instead 

(Oreskovic, 2018). Google’s acquiescence to China censorship signals that Google is willing 

to re-enter China.  

Over 800 million users, China is one of the most diversified countries. The mandarin language 

is an official written and spoken language in China. Among the high diversity of spoken dialect 

in China, there are only two writing forms, which are traditional and simplified Chinese. The 

most common-used version in Mainland China is the simplified version. However, people have 

no problem to understand the traditional. 
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 Lifestyles and preferences of Chinese people get influenced by the regional cultures, climates 

and level of urbanization. Hence, applying country portfolio analysis would help Google to 

cluster and identify groups of users as well as improve services in “glocal” scale. The disparity 

in consumer income happens not only between the USA and China but also across China. The 

statistic results that the Chinese household disposable income varies from 10,000 RMB to 

50,000 RMB across the country. Considering consuming behaviour, Chinese customers are 

price and quality sensitive (Wen, 2018). As a result, the service standard must be kept 

remaining while the company needs to apply various services consistent with types of demand 

and customer classes in order to make profits and reach a strong market position in the long-

run. The prosperity of IKEA in China is a good example for company who can adapt itself with 

the customers’ sensitivity successfully in emerging market (Chu, Girdhar, & Sood , 2013).        

In conclusion, CAGE distance framework informs the company about the differences that 

Google needs to take into consideration while designing its operating, marketing and 

investment plans. The two most important matters are government policy and network 

connections (Guan Xi) that play a crucial role in the success or failure scenario of operating 

business in China.  

 

6.1.4 Marketing Strategy  

  

An essential aspect of the marketing strategy when referring to an emerging market is the 

institutional voids. “Ideally every economy would provide a range of institutional facilitate the 

functioning of markets but developing markets fall short in a number of ways”, the scarcity of 

institutional facility defines the Emerging Markets, as they are the main one of the main reasons 

for the higher difficulty and cost incurred in these markets (Tarun & Krishna, 2010). 

Google has already attempted to overcome these institutional voids once but the results have 

been not as successful. In order to reassess its strategy, the company should consider the 

actionable framework from the book Winning in Emerging Markets: A Road Map for Strategy 

and Execution, the framework focus on four critical strategic choices (Tarun & Krishna, 2010): 

 

1. Replicate or adapt? 

2. Compete alone or collaborate? 

3. Accept or attempt to change the market context? 

4. Enter, wait or exit?  
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Firstly, when deciding on whether to replicate the current business model that has been applied 

almost identically across the globe, it is critical to see the extent to which the model can be 

replicated. The institutional void will be later more thoughtfully discussed within the next part, 

but suffice to say that the communist party is governing with an iron fist, therefore meaning 

that an adaptation is required if the government demands it. Replicating without having the 

consent from the Chinese Government will inevitably lead the company in another devastating 

loop as witnessed in the past. The adaptation that needs to be taken should be discussed and 

negotiated as a collaboration with the government rather than a new proposition by the 

company. 

Secondly the choice between competing alone or collaborate. Both scenarios include various 

advantages but also important downsides, competing alone might allow the company to take 

advantage of all the benefits such as the market share and profits but most importantly, being 

able to have a monopoly on the information acquired. Information for Google has always been 

the most valuable asset, but it has become the case for all the big companies today (The 

Economist, 2017). 

 

Nonetheless as previously mentioned it is extremely difficult to be in a dominant position 

without collaborating with the Chinese government, it is therefore important for Google to keep 

a collaborating attitude with Country executives and direction in order to seize the position. 

But the collaboration should not only include the Government it could also take into account 

another local leading company such as Tencent, Alibaba or also the small competitors and 

actors in the market. Both Tencent and Alibaba have been the leaders in the sector and they 

have boomed in the period where Google has been absent, meaning that these companies have 

major knowledge and expertise about the country processes and strategy, the same is applied 

to the underdogs in the market. 

 

Concerning the market context and whether Google should accept it or change it, the 

institutional context is once again one of the main criteria to be addressed as it includes the 

institutional voids. “In an international market context, studies suggest that early movers tend 

to have relatively high failure rates compared to early followers because of the latter benefit 

from the experience of the former” (Mitchell et al., 1994; Shaver et al., 1997; Yan, 1998).  
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The following could be the case of Google is, it is essential to follow a company that is similar, 

an example could be Microsoft with Bing, one of the few international search engines 

compliant with the great firewall. Google should try to follow its path and therefore accept 

instead of changing the market in order to start positioning itself. 

 

Lastly, after reviewing the previous strategic choices, Google is both in a position to enter and 

wait, as the company have already exited the market, it is now waiting to overcome the 

institutional voids that have been previously been the source of failure. The company has 

already emphasized its opportunities in most of the emerging markets, most specifically the 

Asian market where the company has currently 17 offices, 2 of these offices are located in 

China and have remained open since the company tried to enter the market (Google, 2018). 

Google is on the verge of entering the market but to begin with, it needs to assess the market 

and develop an appropriate marketing proposition. 

 

6.2 Institutional Void in China  

 

Institutional void defined in terms of globalization context as the absence of specialized 

intermediaries, regulatory systems, and contract devastates performances of international 

companies in the emerging market. Uncertainty and loophole in legal protection are 

advantageous for attackers, especially, local rivals. The five-context framework which consists 

of political and social systems, openness, product markets, labor markets and capital markets 

supports executives to spot institutional void in the targeted market (Khanna, Palepu, & Sinha, 

2005) 

Under the Chinese regime, the communist party maintains a political monopoly. Labor forces 

in China have no power to perform independent trade union and to demand higher wage levels. 

However, foreign companies are welcomed by the Chinese government. The government 

permits greenfield investment and acquisition to support an economic growth rate. On the other 

hand, local businesses are able to participate in the global capital market as well and the 

following effect is key advantages of foreign companies are neutralized (Khanna, Palepu, & 

Sinha, 2005).  
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Moreover, since customer preferences change over time and there is a lack of information about 

the emerging market, foreign companies have to confront with the trouble in creating and 

capturing value in the market. Nevertheless, the policy about “forced technology transfers” in 

order to trade with the domestic market is a big concern for foreign companies who are 

interested in investing in China (Prud'homme, Zedtwitz, Thraen, & Bader, 2018). Local 

business could take advantage from the loophole in legal protection the policy of passing on 

technology to attack foreign firms by imitating products and bringing them to customers with 

lower price. This would push international companies into a difficult situation because 

consumers in emerging market are sensitive to a selling price and have a lower brand loyalty. 

They prefer to be served with the same standard in global scale but affordable price, so they 

tend to consume more imitated products. Another issue is that plagiarism is still rampant in 

China, especially for media companies, although there are many rules enforced to protect 

intellectual property (IP) over decades. While Baidu offers easy access to those unlicensed 

media, Google with wary of legal pushback is against the infringement. This ethical issue could 

affect the future customer base in China when Google returns to the market.  

Focusing on labor markets, China has less well-trained and experienced executive managers to 

fit properly in the right position compared to developed countries. Furthermore, international 

companies have to face with a problem of remaining their managers (Goh & Sullivan, 2011). 

Rotating high experienced managers to China can improve the company performances in the 

short term. Assigning the foreign managers for the back-end operation as well as training the 

local managers to work in the front-end can be a good strategy to maintain companies’ position 

in the long run.  

For the capital concern, Google doesn’t need financial support from Chinese organization but 

still needs to keep an eye on monetary policy, specifically, on currency rate which is an 

important issue for international companies. As the central government is the biggest 

shareholder in the five biggest Chinese banks and also stakes in many of other banks (Elliott 

& Yan, 2013). A massive controlling power of the government on the financial mechanism in 

the country allows the government to decide the future of Google in the Chinese market. 

Furthermore, most of domestic businesses operate based on the financial source supported by 

the government. Google would be affected indirectly due to the government controlling power 

over its local rivals, partners and customers. 
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In Conclusion, China opens up more its economy for foreign companies than the past. 

Therefore, there are fewer concerns about a lack of intermediaries compared to other emerging 

market. However, administrative control over policy and economic plays key role for Google 

and also the international companies who decide to operate their businesses in China.  

A lack of proper Intellectual property protection and transfer technologies policy can cause a 

substantial financial loss. Finally, the amount of efficient executive manager could issue the 

company prospect in the long term. Hence, Google is supposed to take all these issues into 

consideration in order to re-enter China. 

 

6.3 The extent standardization vs. adaptation with respect to 4 P’s  

 

6.3.1 Uber: Standardize instead of adapting to local needs  

 

Uber was first introduced in China in February 2014. Since Uber wasn’t acquainted with the 

Chinese market, their operations were very challenging. As Google, Uber is another American 

corporation that has struggled in China.  

Uber China was introduced first in 2013, and only as UberBlack when Didi and Kuaidi, its 

main competitors were already well established in the Chinese market. Uber were latecomers 

to the market with already strong competition. In 2015 Didi and Kuaidi merged together, 

creating Didi Kuaidi Joint Company. They then had 99.8% of China’s ride-hailing apps market. 

Uber was being overwhelmed by the competition. Additionally, in May 2015 their offices in 

Guangzhou were ransacked as the company was not qualified to provide private cars without 

commercial driving license, they were thus considered illegal. 

Mohan discussed that Uber could not duplicate his usual business model as China had different 

transportation and government policies (Mohan, 2015). By copying their regular strategy Uber 

made several mistakes. First, Uber could not compete with Didi on the prices (Stone & Chen, 

2016). Although they subsidized heavily, Didi still had a more extensive customer basis, and 

Uber lost a substantial amount of money every year. Secondly, Uber China didn’t partner up 

with local companies, which is also a requirement to enter the Chinese market. Didi was in 

strong collaboration with Alibaba and Tencent, which included WeChat and WeChat Pay. Uber 

teamed up with Baidu in 2014, but their greatness was not comparable to Alibaba and Tencent. 

Didi and Alibaba had already created an exhaustive ecosystem based on an innate guanxi 

WeChat’s parent company is Tencent, an important shareholder of Didi Chuxing.  
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Hence Didi Chuxing was incorporated into the consumer’s life through WeChat. Lastly, Uber 

didn’t understand the local consumer needs. They implemented card payment, which was not 

a usual payment method and there was a lack of information about the vehicles and the drivers, 

the consumers felt unsecured using Uber. 

 

This example of another foreign company’s failure illustrates the importance of understanding 

the local market needs (Lopez, 2016). Besides, the Chinese government play an important role 

in the private sector, and it is vital to stick to the rules to survive. Many foreign companies fail 

at developing “Guanxi”, a vital philosophy in Chinese business. Uber spearheaded changes and 

improvements to adapt to local needs but one can argue that it was already too late. Uber left 

China in 2016, and nowadays Uber and Didi hold each other’ shares (Crabtree, 2018) 

 

6.3.2 Google’s Standardization and adaption based on 4Ps 

 

After reviewing the case of Uber in China, a new marketing mix is elaborated to know the 

consumers and to satisfy their needs (Houston, 1986). Knowing the customer and satisfying 

him/her has become the shibboleth of the marketing community since Keith's time, 

 

 Products 

Google is much more than a Search engine. its marketing mix engages a wide range of products 

and these products offered are continually being increased and diversified. Currently, the 

American corporation counts more than 150 products. However, not all of Google’s products 

will be available in China because of the censorship guidelines. Internet content providers may 

have to shut down if they don’t comply with the government censorship policy (King, Pan , & 

Roberts, 2013). Google’s products can be categorized as Web products, Hardware products, 

Apps and other services. Offering a wide range of diversified products is part of Google’s 

intensive global strategy. They want to expand continuously to increase their market share 

worldwide, including China with a great “coming back”.  All products must be following the 

rules and regulations. The most used product in China that belongs to Google is its Hardware 

Operating System, Android OS with 73% of the Market Share in the country (Statista, 2019). 
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 Price:  

Its main income generation comes from their online marketing tools like Google AdWords. 

Their prices must lower Baidu’s prices but also give the best performing results to avoid 

repeating the same model as Uber offering higher prices than Didi Chuxing (Stone & Chen, 

2016). AdWords is a service and programs used to provide sponsored to potential 

advertisers.  The keyword-based advertising is based on the bidding performance of the 

distributor by achieving higher rankings. Google generates its revenue by raising keywords’ 

prices. When searching for phrase or words and browsing the web, they are attracted to the 

website carrying an AdWords campaign (Pascu, 2014). Additionally, Google generates 

revenue with their product’s premium versions. In Chinese eyes, it would be interesting to 

invest in local technological projects to develop the Chinese tech industry and enhance their 

popularity. 
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 Place 

Baidu, the main Google’s competitor, is the first search engine in China, benefited from 

Google’s failure in 2010 and is now controlling, between 65 and 78% of the market. (Jiang, 

2014). To not make the same mistakes all over again, Google must develop a network of third-

party distributors from the local markets to sell and promote marketing services. To start a 

relationship with its distributors, incentives should be part of the strategy and create a business 

ecosystem (Greeven & Wei, 2018). For instance, discounts for the use of their services or 

advice for developing their strategy. This network aims to create a connection that makes 

Google essential to run their businesses. To show interest and incentive their Chinese 

employees the creation of a Google’s village would be part of the new Google China offices.  

 

 Promotion 

Google promotes itself as the biggest Search engine worldwide which keeps it way ahead of 

the competition. Its marketing mix engages a minimum of advertising, and its popularity is 

enough to not involve a lot of promotion. Thus, the company’s expenditure on promotion 

remains little. The spending is transferred to the R&D department or for the product 

development for instance. According to their market company, firms gain secure a competitive 

advantage by offering highly performing products and innovative traits (Mueller & Barker, 

2002). Nevertheless, after his Chinese’s background, it is crucial that its partners promote 

Google’s product to get more credibility (Huang, Kennedy, & Patton, 2015). 

 

6.4 AAA Triangle 

 

Before going global, it is critical to define and international strategy to enter an emerging 

country. Professor Pankaj Ghemawat of New York University and IESE Business School 

introduced in 2017 the AAA triangle framework. In his article he defines 3 effective and 

generic ways to face the challenges of entering a new market (Ghemawat, Managing 

Differences: The Central Challenge of Global Strategy, 2007): 
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1. Adaptation: Companies’ concerns relies on tailoring their products to the local likings. 

Not only the products are adapted but also their management philosophy, local 

managers benefit from great autonomy as they fully understand their market. For 

example, KFC sells rice for breakfast in China (Lutz, 2014).  

 

2. Aggregation also means standardization. Global companies seek to benefit from 

economies of scale by creating global operations. In this way, they utilize their 

economies of scale throughout numerous locations. These economies of scale come 

from different factors: expertise, supply chain operations, R&D and advertising for 

example. Management is usually centralized globally. The perfect example for the 

aggregation approach is iPhone which sells the same product all over the world, 

maintains global operations, keeps its headquarters in the United States and delocalized 

all its production in Asia.  

 

 

3. Arbitrage: This international strategy focusses on the differences between the chosen 

locations. Companies that search for cheap labor will locate their production in Asia or 

Western Europe for instance.  

 

Companies could be tempted to implement the three approaches, but the amount of time and 

capital required would make it difficult to accomplish.  The first time Google went to China, 

they adopted the arbitrage strategy as they offered the same search engine and other products 

as they had in the US for example. A significant change is required to survive in China.  
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“AAA Triangle Strategy of Google and its  Worldwide Strategy” 

 (Ghemawat, Managing Differences: The Central Challenge of Global Strategy, 2007) 

 

 

7. Discussion 

 

7.1 Survey analysis discussion 

 

Although only a limited number of respondents participate in filling the questionnaire, there 

are still some valuable gains from the results that can be further explored. Considering the huge 

population base of China, reflections on respondents’ choices might have a meaningful impact 

on Google’s future prospects.  
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7.1.1 Market lead from Baidu 

 

The survey result of Question 2 regarding the variety of using searching engines clearly 

demonstrates the leading position of Baidu. In two survey responses, Baidu takes up 59% and 

58% of the user share respectively. This percentage actually is very close to the real number of 

the whole Chinese market - 56%. The share of Google users ranks second behind it. Within a 

global scope, Google owns approximately 68% of the market share, compared with Baidu’s 

18% share on the same day (Wang, Ye, Zhao, & Kou, 2018). Even though the Chinese 

government blocks Google searching engine in the mainland area and consumers have to use 

VPN for its accessibility, the survey results demonstrate that its user share still surpasses other 

accessible searching engines. Therefore, it is no doubt that Baidu is Google’s leading and most 

strong competitor in the Chinese market. Except for the searching engine, Baidu also designed 

other user-generated content products, including Baidu traveling, Baidu Post Bar, Baidu 

Knows, Baidu Pedia, Baidu Library, etc. The integration of these online product makes use of 

consumers’ experience to create a new behavior model, enabling the personalized 

characteristics (Ma, 2018). In the survey, a few people chose “currently using other derivative 

products from the same company” as one of their preference reasons. The utilization of product 

connections could attract consumers from one of the products another. Also, some respondents 

commented it as the biggest searching engine in mainland China, and they are accustomed to 

using it. Its significant social influence could also bring peer influence, reputation and 

unfamiliarity with other searching engines. These social factors also contribute to some 

participants using Baidu as their primary searching engine. 

 

7.1.2 Small actors surge 

 

Some other searching engines do not occupy a substantial share among respondents. The 

aggregated share of Shenma, 360 Search and Sogou in total takes up around 20%. This 

percentage compared with Baidu or Google is not significant. However, if the entire Chinese 

population base is taken into consideration, the number of users could still be quite promising. 

And the preference reasons for them are quite diverse and balanced as shown in Figure xx. 

What worth being discussed are nine comments regarding why they prefer these small actors 

in the searching market.  
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Four of them demonstrate the default setting of the browser on their devices and another four 

illustrate their adherence to certain searching behaviors. The last one emphasizes the reduced-

advertising environment. Small players in the searching engines still have opportunities in the 

current Baidu-leading market. If the institutional system does not provide them with 

preferential terms, they need to find their competitive advantages and differentiative product, 

from either product or social influence side.  

 

 

 

“Total proportions of preference reasons for Sogou, 360 Search and Shenma” 

 

7.1.3 Information gap 

 

With the survey results, since most respondents are college students, it is clearly seen that the 

information gap exists between accessibility and the desired information. The topic that has 

been brought up most is academics. Baidu has its own literature base called Baidu library 

(Wenku). However, most articles are the Chinese language based, and links on it are only 

connected to the original article purchasing website and the download also requires additional 

fees. There are undoubtedly some databases available for English literature, but not as 

integrated as Google Scholar or authorized to universities, suggesting its inconvenience or 

inaccessibility to users. Otherwise, it would not have been mentioned 29 times in total.  
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Another issue is that respondents want to know “real information”. It means that respondents 

are aware of internet control and information processing before being released. They used 

different forms to describe the essence of this kind of information such as being accurate, 

instant, and most importantly, reliable, demonstrating a conflict between the information 

control on the internet and users’ curiosity or desire for the “real information”. What is more, 

some respondents are also interested in the political information, which is stated as “sensitive 

information” regarding the communist party.  

For one thing, what respondents consider difficult to find is also what concerns the government. 

Even some western academic articles criticize certain implementations of the government. For 

another, walls have ears. People are actually attempting to know the world outside the "The 

Great Firewall of China". As the young generation, they are aware of the gap and not fully 

becoming the sacrifice of the boiling frog effect.  

 

7.1.4 Information control 

 

China ranks the 187th of 197 countries in terms of press freedom. Censorship from the Chinese 

communist party is implemented to restrict the information flow that may lead to collective 

actions. The Chinese regime takes the suppression of collective action potential as the top 

priority instead of the criticism of the statement to maintain power (King, Pan, & Roberts, 

2013). 

Survey results show that 155 respondents take a positive attitude towards Google’s re-entry. 

They are willing to try Google’s searching engine if it is legally allowed. Nevertheless, the 

precondition of censorship for it reduced a large per cent of potential users. Within 115 

respondents changing their mind, 31% of them are totally against it while 67% are not sure 

how they will respond to it. The uncertainty from respondents could be sensed from the shift. 

Maintaining a neutral stance could actually demonstrate their being lost and helpless when 

facing censorship. Some respondents consider it a fatal element. They would rather not give it 

a shot rather than keeping themselves exposed to the censored system. This phenomenon puts 

more pressure on Google, forcing it to make a balance between surrendering to censorship and 

sticking to its previous slogan “Don’t be evil”.  
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7.1.5 Cultural impact  

 

Culture is a vital factor for Google to enter China. It is well-known to all that China has a 

historic and abundant culture through its 5000 years. The culture issue might be a smaller 

problem for local firms compared with inbound foreign firms.  

In the survey result, around 45% of respondents did not agree sufficient Chinese traits are 

displayed on the website. While another 40% of them neither agree nor disagree with this 

argument. It might account for the lack of observation from consumers, the lack of attention to 

it, and difficulties to combine the searching engine and local culture. Furthermore, more than 

60% of respondents favor adding Chinese traits to the searching engine website and potentially 

its logo. This could positively improve their impressions on Google. Certainly, the proper 

design could show an effort of the investigation into the local market, showing its respect and 

affection for its culture.  

However, around 18% of respondents assume Google’s re-entry as a threat to Chinese culture. 

It might be associated with other forms of culture invasion such as celebrations of holidays, 

music, TV shows, etc. After all, Google is an American firm. The intention of American 

companies’ move could be alerting when China and the United States are having economic or 

political conflicts. But a good culture involvement could contribute to its social image. Around 

half of respondents still think Google is not a threat to some extent. The large percentage 

(30.77%) of participants are not sure about their attitude.  

In Hofstede insights, the uncertainty avoidance score of China is 30. This low score suggests 

people from Chinese culture can be flexible and adoptable to ambiguities, which is in a conflict 

the “unsure” attitude. However, it does not turn down the possibility of future acceptance 

because Chinese people also have a high score (87) for long-term orientation. Accordingly, 

Google should also believe a long-term effect and win people over from the “unsure” group if 

it becomes cultural involved.  
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7.2 Market, Institution and Cultural discussion 

 

7.2.1 Market 

 

The Chinese country has been presented as the world biggest market in terms of size and 

potential online users (McCarthy N. , China Now Boasts More Than 800 Million Internet Users 

And 98% Of Them Are Mobile, 2018). Nevertheless, the competition in this market is 

ferocious, with Baidu leading with 65.5 % of the market share and the rest of the companies 

trying to take the remaining. Google is not a new player either, the company possess large 

portfolio of products, and this is the company major strength, as it has a lot to offer. 

Google could focus on an AA strategy derived from the AAA triangle, which means a 

combination between adaptation and aggregation. It is made up predominantly by the 

adaptation strategy while some benefits from the aggregation theory are featured internally. 

 

First, the adaptation theory leans on the policies adjustments. It is time for Google to comply 

with the government’s regulations and censorship (this aspect will be explored in the following 

part). Google might have to identify individual users that demonstrate unusual moves (Tan, 

2012). By partnering with a Chinese company, Google is also showing that they are willing to 

accept and apply the rules of doing business in China. These partnerships are vital for building 

new relationships (Huang, Kennedy, & Patton, 2015). This adjustment means a new approach 

within the corporate strategy and diplomacy. Thus, it is essential for Google China to redefine 

their business model for this particular market. “China is a very different market, to have a 

chance to overcome Baidu and understand the local needs, it is mandatory to raise a well-

trained local team”. (Mason, 2008). 

 

 

Secondly, Google China could overcome some constraints of the difference between markets 

by elaborating an aggregation strategy especially concerning IT matters. “Google has become 

the de facto gatekeeper of information available on the Internet” (Chung, et al., 2012). It is 

important to share knowledge across the countries where Google is established. It can be 

transferred in such a formal or informal form (Swap, Leonard, Shields, & Abrams, 2001).  
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Two correctly perform the two A’s Google must be able to beat its small competition while 

succeeding managing the tensions of this fierce competition against Baidu. 

 

 

“AAA Triangle Strategy of Google and its Local Chinese Strategy” 

 (Ghemawat, Managing Differences: The Central Challenge of Global Strategy, 2007) 

 

Although Baidu has been the leader of the market, past scandals concerning Baidu also caused 

severe issues among its users. The one causing public attention is about false advertising of 

Putian Hospitals, leading to the death of a 21-year-old student from mistreatment of cancer 

(Ramzy, 2016). This tragedy also led consumers' doubt to Baidu’s credibility and social 

responsibility. In the survey, a reduced advertising environment was mentioned several times 

in the comments, which might give Google both an alert and opportunity to enter into the 

Chinese market by making consumers aware of its social responsibility. 

According to Woodruff, customers become more demanding and firms must search for new 

ways to provide a customer value-based competition, as it represents a next major move in 
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managerial strategies (Woodruff, 1997). Building a strong relationship to strengthen Google’s 

ecosystem and Guanxi in China should be the priority. In order to do so, the timing is also 

extremely important. Finally considering the possible partnerships the biggest names in the 

company as previously mentioned, are Alibaba and Tencent, but there are plenty of other 

companies that have a smaller share in the market such as Shenma, and Sogou. On top of the 

previous names there also the phone constructors that have their own search engine that is used 

as default and pre-configured in all the phones from their brand. On the other hand, most of the 

phones produced are under Android OS, which belongs to Google (Statista, 2019). The more 

the company awaits, the more the competition gets stronger, as both the local and external 

competition should be taken into account. On the other hand, waiting means also having a 

better opportunity to re-enter and more time better develop its product and strategy. 

 

7.2.2 Institution 

 

A Political institution can bring significant influence on business. On the side of the Chinese 

government, the censorship is mainly used to prevent collective activities against the 

government happening. All related collective expressions will be silenced under supervision 

(King, Pan, & Roberts, 2013). It will not be an exception for Google since maintaining a stable 

authority is the top priority for the Chinese government.  

Additionally, it is also not perfect timing for Google to re-enter the Chinese market from a 

political perspective. The US and China are in a heated battle of a trade war. The US side 

investigated China’s trade policies in 2017 and initiated three rounds of tariffs on over $250 

billion worth of Chinese products in 2018. China also treated the US in the same way, posing 

tariffs on $110 billion of the US products (BBC Business, 2019).  

The trade war weakens the relationship between China and the US government. It is a direct 

consequence of political conflicts. This tough period leaves Google’s re-entry project little 

space to negotiate considering that Google is such a leading conglomerate in the United States 

and it would acquire million Chinese users’ information if legally allowed. It certainly alerts 

the Chinese political institution for security issues. This made Google a struggling position 

without many alternative choices. Leaving the culture conflict and marketing competitions 

aside, the pressure from political itself is already severe enough for Google. When censorship 

is an undeniable precondition, political conflicts from both sides made it even more 
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challenging. What is more, the IT industry in China is thriving, with Baidu as the leader and 

small firms surge. This demonstrates that the Chinese political institution has corresponding 

policies and supervisions for search engine firms. If Google couldn’t propose tempting benefits 

for China to loosen the requirements, the situation would not be promising.  

As it has been already stated in the Market Analysis and Discussion, there is an absence of 

colonial ties, of shared monetary and political association between the United States and China. 

Lately this situation has become even more fragile due to a relative political hostility, caused 

by an issue with one of the lead companies in the Chinese country, Huawei (Stuenkel, 2019). 

 Google or any other foreign company is in the impossibility of entering the market without 

adapting its business model and views to the local government policies. 

Adapting to the institution is not necessarily beneficial for the company, as explained in the 

Institution Analysis as there are intellectual property risks, as the government often requires 

product transparency. Additionally, the potential risk of opposition from internal and external 

stakeholders should be taken into account. 

 

7.2.3 Culture 

 

With over 800 million users, China is one of the most diversified countries. The mandarin 

language is an official written and spoken language in China, but numerous dialects exist in 

the country and they are all widely used. To attract, Google must be translated into the various 

Chinese languages naturally and provide new value for the users. As indicated before 

“Linguistic barrier decreases search efficiency as well as increases cost to optimize search 

system as most Google’s information is in English”, meaning that the company will have to 

actively invest in this sector in order to keep the same level of quality in terms of research and 

service. It could also explain the low level of satisfaction that the local companies have. The 

Cultural opportunity has not been fully exploited yet, suggesting that the company could be the 

first player and regain the market through its understanding. All these assumptions are product 

focused, but when it comes to the company strategy the view should be “Glocal”. 

Adapting is not enough, one of Google biggest strength is its experience and its network, the 

company needs to align both, by integrating the network of people in China, and make their 

“Guanxi” work while simultaneously use the expertise they have gained in the other countries.  
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8. Recommendation 

 

In order to answer the main research question: 

- In the Chinese Business and Cultural context, how should Google reposition itself 

in the institutional and competitive technological environment after its first failure?  

A framework has been created, and it is based on the three core values of the analysis and 

discussion, Market, Institutions and Culture, and was named according to those MIC Triangle. 

The framework aims to resume the discussion and the analysis visually, by simultaneously 

illustrate the inter-dependence between the three aspects mentioned above. Every component 

of the triangle is based on a framework. All the elements are essential and are either big in size 

or in Influence or importance. Furthermore, the three components are directly connected, they 

also influence one another and, the Google brand needs to be at the center of this connection 

by balancing them appropriately.  

 

“MIC Triangle envisioning Google as its core” 
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To respond to the Market angle, the Five Forces, the Marketing Mix with its 4 P’s as, the part 

of the 3AAA triangle focusing on the Aggregation and Adaption, , and lastly the Framework 

assessing the emerging markets are analyzed and reviewed. These are the roots on which the 

Market angles grounds its view. 

Concerning the Institution angle, the Five Context framework and the institutional void as well 

as an analysis of the current and past situation of the Chinese local international Politics ,were 

the roots of the Institution  standpoint. 

Ultimately, the Culture position, used the CAGE analysis, the 3AAA triangle, and the Hofstede 

framework, to determine its influence compared to the other parts of the triangle. These last 

frameworks completed the roots of the MIC triangle.  

Finally, every element responds to one of the sub-question used to answer to the thesis problem. 

 

8.1. Competition in the Market 

 

- In an extremely competitive and disruptive IT environment, how can the following firm 

still compete with the local leaders? 

 

“MIC Triangle, Market Angle” 
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When assessing the market volume and potential, China quickly appeared as the biggest 

potential market for the company in terms of size and revenue, with its 800 million mobile 

users. However, the competition is also fierce; for this reason, the size of the angle concerning 

the market is that large. To complete with local leaders the company needs to focus on its 

strength and the competition. Google strength are its products, the company has a large 

portfolio of strong products, but to compete with the local market two specific ones can be 

used. 

The Google Search Engine and Android OS, the company search engine is currently the 

strongest in the world meaning that compared to the local leaders the company starts with a 

great advantage, but having the best product is not enough if the users do not adopt it. 

Therefore, the company needs to partner with local companies. The strategy suggested will be 

to partner with the phone producers and include a version of the Google search engine directly 

in the new phones produced, by doing so the adoption rate would be instantaneous as often 

users tend to keep the default format rather than change the settings (Arthur, 2013). 

Nonetheless, the collaboration would provide the company with an extensive set of new users, 

and the phone producers will enhance the performance of their products through a better system 

as the Search engines that are installed by default are usually low performing and often changed 

for a better brand when possible. This practice is already the case norm for the phones produced 

in other foreign countries with Android OS. 
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8.2 Institution Negotiation 

 

- How can a foreign firm such as Google respond to Chinese Institution and culture?  

 

 

“MIC Triangle, Institution Angle” 

 

Accordingly the strategy that needs to be taken Vis a Vis of the Chinese Institutions and Culture 

is quite strict and comes with various possible risks, although the company has no other than 

choice than complying and adapting. Censorship is one of the aspects where the company has 

a meager capacity of negotiation. 

Chinese Institutions have the upper hand, but to comply the company can go through an indirect 

way, instead of directly dealing with them the company can use the intermediate of the local 

partners. Phone producers, as well as Software and Hardware companies, are among the most 

popular and prominent in the Chinese company. Meaning that these companies have strong 

relationships with the Government, this could be useful for the Google, as they can help the 

company with any possible negotiation and possibly limit the risk, and taking a risk-averse 

strategy. Finally, by working with as an intermediary, the chances from internal and external 

stakeholders are also diminished, as Google cannot be directly attacked for offering its OS and 

hardware service, as the company is already doing so without any backlash.  
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8.3 Cultural Integration 

 

- How can this company re-enter its potential biggest market, considering its past failure? 

 

When first entering the market the Google opted for a similar strategy to the one used by Uber; 

both companies have underestimated the cultural aspect in the country as well as the Institution 

power. With its over 800 million phone users, the Chinese nation is among the most diversified 

in terms of population and culture. The company should learn from this mistake, implement a 

“Glocal Strategy” by combining the Global strength, and focus on the local scale. Applying a 

country portfolio analysis would help to cluster and identify groups as well to improve the 

service. This method can be done, by taking an example from the neighbour areas with a strong 

Chinese Influence such as Hong Kong and Taiwan, as the company is successfully operating 

in both countries. However, the level of scale is entirely different; China has a population of 

over 1.4 billion people, compared to the population of Taiwan and Hong Kong. Finally, on a 

product perspective, the suggestion would be to opt for a different name by simultaneously 

showing that it is a service powered by Google, to gain the trust from the people while also 

showing a cultural inclusion through a more local name. 
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Finally, to conclude, it is necessary to specify that all the recommendations based on the three 

angles of the MIC triangle need to take into account that the use of the Search Engines in China 

is different. Implying that it is imperative to take into consideration the users trend and 

behaviours, this can only be done by also collaborating with the companies that form the 

Chinese On-line eco-system such as WeChat by Tencent and Alipay, Taobao by Alibaba.  

 

9. Limitations  

 

 

Admittedly, this thesis is not without its limitations. Google’s re-entry project was an ongoing 

process between Google and the Chinese government the research began.  

The release of information was quite dynamic, and some of them are of high confidentiality. 

Conducting interviews for further information from either Google or the Chinese officials was 

not an option due to confidentiality reasons. Most updates have been reported by media press 

rather than from either side of the negotiators. The empirical findings and theory on the subject 

of Google’s Project Dragonfly have been restrained, as it is extremely recent and private, due 

to its nature of being a leak and the lack of previous studies. The strategy proposed would be 

more accurately adapted if more information about the potential partners were divulged. 

This situation leads the thesis to firstly an inductive approach, making the research and 

reliability more challenging. From the beginning due to the nature of the results, there has been 

a possibility that the findings might not be aligned with the theory and empirical data, but this 

situation has created the opportunity to explore an approach that can be defined as more open 

and exploratory. 

To resolve this and to gain primary data two surveys have been launched. 

It is meaningful to utilise the survey responses at the first-hand data to analyze Google’s re-

entry from customers’ perspective. Unfortunately, due to the limited resources to potential 

customers, only 195 responses were gathered, and it was difficult to reach respondents from 

different age ranges. Their voices are under-represented and cannot be taken as guidance. 

Results from the survey provide significant values for us to identify information gaps from the 

current searching engine market, but the sample number does not support the researchers to 

find strong correlated relationships among several influential factors.  
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Language is another aspect contributing to the limitations. As this survey-based case study is 

highly related to China and interactive with Chinese consumers, reading what has been 

recorded on the survey is important to understand the current situation. As previously 

mentioned, only one of the authors is a native Chinese who has been immersed in Chinese 

culture, and the translation of non-numerical data sometimes could lose the authenticity and 

emotions hidden in comments. Therefore, it is hard to guarantee a shared consensus towards 

specific issues all the way through. Lastly, regarding that the totality of the literature is in 

English, exploring the local literature about the matter could have improved our overall vision. 

With the language advantage more information about Chinese perception of Google re-entry 

firm. 

As it is a specific case study for Google, it limits the perspective to one specific company 

whereas if it analyzed the entire industry the results could have revealed more or different 

insight on the strategy that Google or other companies in the same industry.  

Concerning the academic limitations, the point of view of the authors is of a graduate student 

in international business, meaning that some aspects might have been not considered 

Furthermore having a time deadline lead us to limit our research on some points, in order to 

comply the submission dates requirement. 

In conclusion, the most valuable limitations is the cultural Perspective and Bias, as only one of 

the authors is native in Chinese, nevertheless assessing the integrity and diversity of the 

Chinese culture would have been out of the reach without a proper cultural experience. 
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10.  Conclusion 

 

The central aspect of the Thesis is that there is an opportunity for Google to Re-enter a market, 

where it has already failed. Radical changes have taken place in the past decade in China while 

nowadays it is also facing challenges from Google’s home country both in both political and 

economic perspectives. Therefore, multiple opportunities and challenges are displayed in front 

of Google. The company needs to figure out comprehensive strategies to satisfy its 

stakeholders.  

With its strong worldwide presence, Google operates in 219 countries. It is difficult to believe 

that the company would miss the biggest market in the world. As Google is aiming to promote 

its search engine service for million new users, consumers’ needs should be considered as a 

top priority. To seize the opportunity, the company needs to find out Chinese consumers' 

behavior for using the internet, the existed information gap and their perceptions or acceptance 

of its re-entry.  

To better position itself in the “new” market, first and foremost, it needs to learn lessons from 

its past failure and find a way to live in the current institutional environment with harmony 

even though it might face judgements from different sides. 

Secondly, Google needs to realize the leading position of Baidu in the market and build its own 

competitive advantage from both product experience and social responsibilities. Moreover, 

exploring opportunities and establishing collaborations and relationships (“Guan Xi”) with the 

phone device suppliers would help Google to root itself in the competitive market. If there are 

chances to cooperate with influential industry leaders like Tencent or Alibaba, the phone 

producers company such as Xiaomi, Vivo or Oppo, as they are also strongly present in the eco-

system. The company surely does  not want to let the chance slip away.  

Lastly, as Chinese culture is diverse and profound, respecting and involving it in the business 

development would help the firm to step further in its re-entry journey. Since Hong Kong and 

Taiwan share similar culture influence, it might be helpful to analyze cultural elements and 

transfer them to mainland China. 
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In this paper, the two questionnaire results were fundamental, to better asses the current trends 

in the market and envisioned a long-term strategy. On the other hand, analyzing through a 

theoretical perspective was also essential to have a more complete view. 

After reviewing the trends from the survey and the theoretical analysis, the predictive model 

elaborated also called “MIC Triangle” addressed the question, by recommending suggestions 

for every key element.  

By collaborating with potential partners and adapting its offer to the market, complying with 

institutional systems and integrating culture, the company might be able to succeed in starting 

again its quest to re-enter the Chinese market. 
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Searching engine gap questionnaire 

 

Q1 - What is your age? （请问您的年龄） 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Q1 1.00 5.00 2.79 0.89 0.79 195 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Under 18 (18岁以下) 2.05% 4 

2 18 to 22 (18至 22岁) 40.51% 79 

3 22 to 25 (22至 25岁) 38.46% 75 

4 25 to 30 (25至 30岁) 13.85% 27 

5 Over 30 (30岁以上) 5.13% 10 

 Total 100% 195 
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Q2 - In mainland China, which searching engine do you mainly use?  (在中

国大陆您最主要使用的搜索引擎是？) 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Baidu (百度) 59.09% 169 

2 360 search （360搜索） 5.59% 16 

3 Sogo （搜狗） 6.64% 19 

4 Bing （必应） 6.64% 19 

5 Shenma （神马搜索） 0.70% 2 

6 
Google (potentially with the VPN support) （在有 vpn支持的情况下使用

谷歌） 
19.58% 56 

7 Other (please specify) (其他：请说明): 1.75% 5 

 Total 100% 286 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Baidu (百度) 59.09% 169 

2 360 search （360搜索） 5.59% 16 

3 Sogou （搜狗） 6.64% 19 

4 Bing （必应） 6.64% 19 

5 Shenma （神马搜索） 0.70% 2 

6 
Google (potentially with the VPN support) （在有 vpn支持的情况下使用

谷歌） 
19.58% 56 

7 Other (please specify) (其他：请说明): 1.75% 5 

 Total 100% 286 
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Q2_7_TEXT - Other (please specify) (其他：请说明): 

Other (please specify) (其他：请说明): - Text 

QQ浏览器 

qq浏览器 

UC 

宙斯 

夸克 

 

Q3 - Why do you prefer the searching engine in question 2 to others 

compared to the other options? [multiple choices] (您为什么更倾向于选择

问题 2当中的搜索引擎?) [多选] 
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# Answer % Count 

1 More results are shown on the page (页面搜索结果更多) 13.92% 43 

2 Searching results are more reliable (搜索结果更可靠) 19.74% 61 

3 Peer influence (周边朋友的影响) 3.56% 11 

4 Good reputation of this searching engine (该搜索引擎的声誉较好) 9.71% 30 

5 Easier Access (更容易访问) 30.10% 93 

6 Unfamiliar with other seaching engines(对其他搜索引擎不太熟悉) 14.89% 46 

7 
Currently using derivative products from the same company, for example, 

the Cloud (正在使用相同公司的其他衍生产品, 比如云储存) 
3.88% 12 

8 Other (please specify) (其他:请说明） 4.21% 13 

 Total 100% 309 

 

 

Q3_8_TEXT - Other (please specify) (其他:请说明） 

Other (please specify) (其他:请说明） - Text 

电脑里下软件自带的 

浏览器自带的 

手机浏览器自带 

懒得换别的 

广告少！ 

已成为习惯 

国内最大搜索引擎，习惯了 

因为谷歌被大陆禁了 

习惯了 

习惯 

不知道啥时候下的懒得换 

costom 

Safari的默认浏览器，懒得换 
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Q4 - To what extent are you satisfied with your current choices of searching 

engines in mainland China? (from 1 - 5, 1 meaning not satisfied at all and 5 

meaning extremely satisfied)（您对当下中国大陆可选择的搜索引擎打分的

话，评分会是多少？1-5分，1分为非常不满意，5分为非常满意） 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Level (程度) 1.00 5.00 2.91 0.92 0.85 195 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 1 9.23% 18 

2 2 15.90% 31 

3 3 52.82% 103 

4 4 18.46% 36 

5 5 3.59% 7 

 Total 100% 195 
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Q5 - What degree of precision do you percive through the searching engine 

from your decision on Question 2? ) (您认为您在题 2选中的搜索引擎所获

取信息准确性程度如何？) 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
Degree of accuracy (精确

程度) 
1.00 5.00 3.19 0.91 0.83 194 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Completely inaccurate (非常不精确) 2.06% 4 

2 Relatively inaccurate (相对不精确) 25.77% 50 

3 Unsure (不确定) 25.26% 49 

4 Relatively accurate (相对精确) 44.85% 87 

5 Completely accurate (非常精确) 2.06% 4 

 Total 100% 194 
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Q6 - Do you know that Google is intending to negotiate with the government 

to re-enter the Chinese market? (您了解谷歌目前正在和政府协商重新进入

中国市场吗？) 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Q6 1.00 3.00 1.76 0.63 0.40 195 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes （了解） 34.36% 67 

2 No （不了解） 54.87% 107 

3 Unsure (不确定) 10.77% 21 

 Total 100% 195 
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Q7 - Will you use the google if it is legally allowed in mainland China? (如果

谷歌在大陆地区合法，您会选择使用吗？) 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Q7 1.00 3.00 1.38 0.77 0.60 195 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes（会） 79.49% 155 

2 No（不会） 2.56% 5 

3 Maybe （也许吧） 17.95% 35 

 Total 100% 195 
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Q8 - Would you still use google as a searching engine if the results from the 

censored version are different from the original version? (如果监管下的谷

歌搜索引擎和原版引擎搜索结果有偏差，您还会考虑使用吗？) 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std Deviation Variance Count 

1 Q8 1.00 3.00 2.26 0.85 0.73 195 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes （会） 26.67% 52 

2 No （不会） 20.51% 40 

3 Maybe （也许吧） 52.82% 103 

 Total 100% 195 
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Q9 - What kind of information do you most often try to acquire while using 

the searching engine? [multiple choices] (您使用搜索引擎时通常最想获取

什么类型的信息？) [多选] 
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Q9_10_TEXT - Other (please specify)（其他：请说明）: 

Other (please specify)（其他：请说明）: - Text 

想到什么搜什么 

有疑问的时候能搜索到具体答案 

Blogger, social media 

与工作相关 

百科，所有不懂的都可以 
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Q10 - Optional question: What information is difficult for you to find on 

your chosen searching engines from question 2 ? (选填：您认为在您题 2所

选的搜索引擎中，什么样的信息较难获取？) 

 

Optional question: What information is difficult for you to find on your chosen searching engines 

from question 2 ? (选填：您认为在您题 2所选的搜索引擎中，什么样的信息较难获取？) 

Some information politically sensitive. The information censored by the government. 
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Google reflection on the national Chinese culture Survey 

 

Q1 - What is your age? (请问您的年龄？) 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 
What is your age? (请问您

的年龄？) 
1.00 5.00 2.86 0.65 0.43 65 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Under 18 （18 岁以下） 1.54% 1 

2 18 - 22 23.08% 15 

3 22 - 25 64.62% 42 

4 25 - 30 9.23% 6 

5 Over 30（30 岁以上） 1.54% 1 

 Total 100% 65 
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Q2 - In mainland China, which searching engine do you mainly use? 

[multiple choices]（在中国大陆，您主要使用什么搜索引擎？）【多选】 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Baidu （百度） 58.42% 59 

4 Bing （必应） 10.89% 11 

6 
Google (potentially with the VPN support) （在有 vpn 支持的情况下使用

谷歌） 
17.82% 18 

7 Others, please specify （其他, 请说明） 0.99% 1 

5 Shenma（神马） 0.99% 1 

3 Sogou （搜狗） 3.96% 4 

2 360 search（360 搜索） 6.93% 7 

 Total 100% 101 
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Q3 - Will your impression on Google searching engine improve if it includes 

more Chinese traits (for example, dragon, red colors, traditional calligraphy, 

etc) on its front page or logo?( 如果谷歌搜索引擎在它的主页或标志上加入

更多的中国元素，比如龙，中国红，传统笔墨书法等等，您对其好感会提

升吗？) 
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# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 

Will your impression on 

Google searching engine 

improve if it includes more 

Chinese traits (for example, 

dragon, red colors, traditional 

calligraphy, etc) on its front 

page or logo?( 如果谷歌搜索

引擎在它的主页或标志上加

入更多的中国元素，比如龙

，中国红，传统笔墨书法等

等，您对其好感会提升吗？
) 

1.00 5.00 2.20 1.03 1.05 65 

 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Definitely yes（绝对会提升） 30.77% 20 

2 Probably yes （也许会提升） 30.77% 20 

3 Maybe / Maybe not （可能会/可能不会） 27.69% 18 

4 Probably not（也许不会提升） 9.23% 6 

5 Definitely not (绝对不会提升) 1.54% 1 

 Total 100% 65 
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Q4 - Do you agree that the current searching engines in mainland China 

display sufficient Chinese traits on their websites? （您觉得现有中国大陆

的搜索引擎在它们的网站上展现了了足够的中国元素吗？） 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 

Do you agree that the current 

searching engines in 

mainland China display 

sufficient Chinese traits on 

their websites? （您觉得现

有中国大陆的搜索引擎在它

们的网站上展现了了足够的

中国元素吗？） 

1.00 5.00 2.65 0.81 0.66 65 
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# Answer % Count 

1 Strongly disagree (十分不同意) 4.62% 3 

2 disagree（不同意） 41.54% 27 

3 Neither agree nor disagree （中立） 40.00% 26 

4 Agree（同意） 12.31% 8 

5 Strongly agree（十分同意） 1.54% 1 

 Total 100% 65 

Q5 - Do you think the entry of Google is a threat to Chinese culture? （您觉

得谷歌的进入对中国文化是一种威胁吗？） 

 

 

# Field Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std 

Deviation 
Variance Count 

1 

Do you think the entry of 

Google is a threat to Chinese 

culture? （您觉得谷歌的进

入对中国文化是一种威胁

吗？） 

1.00 5.00 3.52 1.14 1.30 65 
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# Answer % Count 

1 Definitely yes （绝对是） 4.62% 3 

2 Probably yes （也许是） 13.85% 9 

3 Maybe / maybe not （中立） 30.77% 20 

4 Probably not （也许不是） 26.15% 17 

5 Definitely not （绝对不是） 24.62% 16 

 Total 100% 65 

 

 


